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In order to establish t,he specific difficulties experienced by

studenEs, E,he researcher tested their clinical judgement ski1ls

on a fixed task.

Interviews were conducted using simulat.ed clinical scenarios as

problem sEatements and additional information was provided in Ehe

form of pat.ient records.

Prot,ocol analysis was done by using Feuerstein's cognitive map

as a frame of reference. (FeuersEein, 1980) The results indicated

t,hat students displayed some cognitive operations but EhaE Lhere

was 1it,t.Ie evidence of st,ruct.ured E,houghE.

In order Lo streamline the students' approach and provide some

measure of control, t,hey were exposed to a "Ehinking procedure'l

that resembled Landa's problem solving heurisEic. (Landa, L975)

They were allowed t,o internalize the heuristic procedure through

practise, using t,he peer-pair think-aIoud method described by

Whimbey and Lockhead (1982).
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Once again individual interviews were conducted to evaluat,e E,he

effectiveness of the intervention.

Perkins & Salomon (1989) stressed the import,ance of this type of

evaluation in measuring the value of teaching a domain specific

heuristic.

The results of Lhe study showed an improvement in the sEudents'

approach and management of clinical problems. The peer-pair

sessions facilit,at,ed group interaction. StudenLs also displayed

a t.ransferral of the judgement skills to real Iif e siEuat.ions.

These findings were reflected by E.he positive response of

participants to an evaluative questionnaire.

t 1l-
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CIIAPTER 1.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

" Many people in general and disadvanEaged people in particular,

learn with difficulty and many t,imes not at all." (Meh1, 1989:

10)

This research was prompted by the concern about the poor

judgement skiIls displayed by nurses in t.he clinical fie1d.

The researcher was often puzzled by the response of student

nurses to the guest,ion '' WhaL is this patient's problem? rr

These ranged f rom rr He has TB rr Lo " I do not, know Ehe paEient.rr

The patient's records would not be consulted, neither would a

cursory assessment of his condition be made. However, when

st,udents were questioned about different aspecEs of the

patient,'s condition and nursing care, they would often provide

the correct information.

Similar encounters were freguently related by staff members

involved with student, accompaniment..

A perception developed that nurses experience difficulty with

structured t,hought.

Litt,le exist,ed in 1ocal nursing research lit,eraE.ure to indicat,e

whet.her this phenomenon was the excepEion or E,he ru1e. The

quesE,ion that arose was whet,her Ehinking and problem solvj-ng

ski1ls could be taught.

https;//etd.uwc.ac.za/



In South Africa the problem of teaching and learning has been

exacerbat.ed by an educational system driven by apartheid

Iegis1at.ion. The department of education was unEil recently

fragrmented with an unequal spread of both human and mat,erial

resources

This was compounded by the fact that, subjecEs for maEriculation

were freguently chosen for the ease with which they could be

learned by rote. (Abe1, 1-993) Rote learning require learners to

memorize large chunks of mat,erial without, stimulat,ing them to

analyze or explore t,he content. This produced individuals who

found that once t,hey have passed their matriculation

examinations, they have neither the thinking skills nor the

subjects needed to find jobs. (Rautenbach, 1,992)

How then, do we address Ehe backlog that learners bring Eo the

tertiary learning instit,ution ?

Mehl (1985), Wesso (]-992) , and AbeI (1993) looked to employing

the cognitive operations approach to the teaching of thinking in
order to gain an understanding of the processes which underlie

the acguisition and utilization of knowledge. They then

proceeded t,o develop content,-dependent int,ervention mechanisms

to address the cognitive difficulE,ies displayed by Ehe learners.

The conE.roversy that has developed around wheLher cognitive

ski11s are context bound or not, is reflect.ed in the variety of

approaches to the teaching of thinking. (Perkins & Salomon,

1989)

2
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1.2 APPROACEES TO TEE TEACEING OF TEINKING

Douain- indepeadeat approaches .

Programs for teaching thinking by ut.ilizing domain-independent

approaches ie. providing learners with general thinking ski11s,

include : the Inst.rumental Enrichment, program (Feuerstein, Rand,

Hoffman & Mi11er, t980); the C.O.R.T. Thinking program (de Bono,

1985) and rntelligence Applied (SEernberg, L985) .

A review of these and other inEervenEions may be found in

Nickerson, Perkins and Smith (1985).

Perkins and Salomon (1989: 18) make a case against domain-

independenE approaches by listing contrary findings under : th€

argumenE.s from expertise, Ehe arguments from weak methods and

the argrument,s f rom transf er. However, af Eer a critical

examination of t.he cited arguments, they conclude that general

sE,rategies still have a place in the teaching of t,hinking.

Domain- specif ic approaches .

In this case the thinking
identified, and then Eaught

content.

or problem

by imposing

solving

them on

ski1ls are

the subject

Programs that highlighE, this approach include :

Concept mapping (Novak & Gowin, 1,984) where learners are

presented with a tool that may be used Eo organize large amounts

of inf ormat,ion.

In t,he case of peer-pair problem solving (Whimbey & Lockhead,

7982) learners are exposed to the thoughts of expert

problemsolvers.

3
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Knowledge as design (Perkins, 1,986) involves a structured

approach to thinking, where learners have to answer four probing

guestions about subject cont.ent,.

About the approach of choice, Perkins and Salomon (1989: 24)

conclude that,

the approach E.hat, now seems warranted, cal1s f or an

int,imate intermingling of generality and content specificy

in instruction and that such an approach gets beyond

educating memories to educating minds.

Nickerson, et aI., (1985) highlight. different approaches to the

teachj-ng of thinking, amongst. others ; the cognitive operations

approaches, heuristic orient.ed approaches and formal thinking

approaches. They argue that the heurist,ic oriented approach

could positively influence Ehe individual's problem solving

abilit.ies. This however, is based on the assumption that the

learner already possesses a knowledge base as well as basic

cognitive skills.

It should also be noted that the heuristic oriented approach may

be applied in domain-independent (de Bono, 1985), as well as

domain-specific areas. (whimbey & Lockhead, 1-982)

The researcher looks t,o marrying two approaches in order to
identify (cognitive operat,ions) and address (heurist.ics) the

difficulties student.s have when making clinical judgements.

4
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1.3 TEE TE.ACEING OF TEINKING

The t,eaching of thinking is a relatively new concept. As

recently as the lat,e 70's Feuerstein (1980) developed a Ehinking

skills program.

Nickerson, et, dI., (1985) expressed the need for a greater

educational emphasis on E,he Eeaching of thinking. They emphasize

the interdependency of t,hinking skills and knowledge and the

fact that neither can be developed independent of each other.

Mehl (1985) states that alt,hough research literature considered

the mental operations involved in problem solving in some

detail, very 1ittIe has been said about t,he way in which

disadvantaged students approach problems in various content

areas. He also provides an overview of why he considers students

selected Eo the University of The Western Cape to be

disadvantaged and why Feuerstein's methods could be employed to

research the difficulties displayed by these students.

1.4 TEE AIU OF TEE STT'DY

The aim of this particular st,udy is t.o design an intervention to

address some of t.he difficulties sEudent nurses have with the

making of clinical judgements.

Sj.nce most of the st,udent.s included in this program are from a

disadvantaged background, this study will focus firsE.ly on

idenEifying the difficulties displayed by students when making

clinical judgement,s and secondly on addressing these

difficulties through intervention.

5
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The inEervention is aimed at facilitating t.he application of a

problem-solving heuristic in a domain specific area. Implicit in

t.he exercise is the opportunity for students to interact with

their peers. They are also given che chance to make judgements

in a non-threatening simulated environment.

5
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EEAPTER 2

REI/IEW OF RESE.AREE LITERATT'RE

2.L INTRODUETION

In a survey on research priorities in the field of Nursing

Education in t,he United States of America, the Eeaching of

problem-solving strategies was identified as the second highest,

priority topic of a list of sixty three (Tanner & Lindeman,

1,987) . However, 1ocaI research on the t,opic is limited to

studies in the re1aE,ed fields of psychology, science and

mathematics.

Loving (1993: 415) defines clinical judgement as .the

ability to make inferences from data gathered during the problem

solving process. " He also stat,es Ehat the term clinical
judgement is freguent,ly used interchangeably with clinical
decision making. The latter statement is underscored by

TschikoE.a' s (1993 : 389 ) view t,hat clinical decision making

refers to r'... the selection of nursing interventions, and

include the thought,s that precede choice. rr

It becomes clear that. clinical judgement represents a complex

process which entails the ability to make inferences (select

interventions) from data collected during t,he problem-solving

process. SEudents are expected to apply sound theoretical
reasoning when extract,ing and interpreting data presented in
various modalities ie. graphs depict.ing changes in the patients'

vital signs, charts indicating their daily fluid balance and

records reflecting the prescribed treatment,.

7
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Since it, has been the researcher's experience Ehat nursing

students have difficulE.y when making clinical judgements, an

attempt should be made to address these difficult.ies.

Klayman and Brown (1993: 98) stat,e Ehat "...human judgement may

be well adapted but, it is not always very adapt.able. rr

They profess that errors in judgement ". ..can be viewed as

indicative of mismatches between the cognitive processes people

use and the tasks to which these processes are appIied." (1993:

e8)

'rTasks" in this study refer to clinical judgement skiI1s.

Klayman and Brown (1993) suggest. that one should try to modify

the cognitive processes to fit the task by employing different
strategies, amongst others, providing people with better
cognitive too1s, and training people in task specific processes,

ie. domain specif ic heurist,ics.

This suggestion reiterates Perkins & Salomon's (1989:. 23)

earlier view that, rr.. .more experiments in teaching heuristics
are needed t.hat, tesE whether gains in problem solving can be

attributed directly t.o t,he use of heuristics.rr Furthermore,

Perkins & Salomon (1989) sEate that the lack of problem-solving

st,raE.egies (and t,he gains from applying heurist,ic rules) should

be documented before and after such int,erventions.

Shayer and Adey, (1981) also stressed Ehe need for matching

material to learners. In t.heir search f or a model t.hey argued

that a model should be able to address both the learning

mat,erial and the learner's Ehinking processes.

8
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Even though they did not profess the cognitive domain Eo be Ehe

only variable, t,hey restricted t,heir research t,o cognitive

matching. They grounded Eheir model in the Piaget,ian

developmental stage t,heory. The strategies suggesEed by them to

improve t,he mat,ch were, to find an appropriaEe topic for the

learner and/or Eo take the learner's developmenEal stage into

account. (Shayer & Adey, 1981)

Because clinical nursing judgement is regarded to be cognitive

in naEure, the theoret,ical framework for Ehis st,udy is grounded

in the cognitive sciences. (Loving, 1993: 415)

2.2 TEEORETICAI OVERVIEW.

An overview of t,he relevanE, theories follows. The researcher

will apply amongst others, Feuerstein's concept of cognitive

modifiability and cognitive Bdp, the information-processing

approach of cognitive psychology and the heuristic approach t.o

t.he solving of problems. In order to locat,e this research in

theory, it is necessary Eo reflect on different paradigms of the

cenEury, amongst others: Behaviourism, Gestalt psychology,

Constructivism and Cognitive scj-ence.

BEHAVIOURSIM

The behaviourists focused mainly on Ehe so-ca11ed "connections"

between stimuli and response (S - R). Stimuli followed by

positive response become reinforced and connect,ions become

stronger through exercise. This framework formed the basis of

"driII and practicerr insEructional programs. (Knoers , L994)

9
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GESTALT PSYCHOLOGY

Early Gestalt psychology was based on the principle that a

f igrure 'r Gestalt " can only be seen because it is etched

against a background. Learning meant rr. .. getting insight,

discovering a structure.rr (Knoers, L994: 2880) .

However, t.he GestaltisE.s did conEribute toward t,he development

of problem-solving strategies by suggesLing that an alternative

approach should be sought if the first one did not lead to a

solution.

CONSTRUCTIVISM

Constructivist,s were of the opinion Ehat all learners build
(construct) their own knowledge. Teaching should therefore not

be const.rued as puEting knowledge into learners' heads but

rather as creating an opporE.unit,y for them to consEruct their

own knowledge. However, in order to construct new knowledge, the

learner relies heavily on what he already knows. (Resnick &

Collins, L994) This view is shared by cognit.ive researchers even

though their theoretical framework vary.

CONSTRUCTIVTST TEEORISTS

PIAGET A}ID VYGOTSKY

According to Kozul in (L994 z 259) rrthe cognitive and

sociocultural revolution in learningrr was brought about by Jean

Piaget of Switzerland and Lev Vygotsky of Russia.

He reviewed the commonalities and differences between the

theories of these greaE psychologists.

Both share the view that a child cannoL be regarded as a

miniature adult displaying adult behaviour on a small sca1e.

10
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They agree, Eo some extent, on the relationship

and thought. However, Vygot.sky takes the notion

between the child and an object a step further.

such an interaction forms part of a broader

activity.

between action

of int.eraction

He argues that

socio-cult,ural

Piaget proposed t,hat intellectual development proceeds through

different stages and that every stage is characterized by

part,icular patterns of thought. Furthermore, h€ believed Ehat

children's learning and development. is a function of their own

activity. Vygotsky (tn Kozulin, 1994: 272) was of the opinion

t.hat. rr . . .mental development does not coincide with the

development, of separate psychological functions, but rather

depends on changing relaE.ionships between them. "

Their differences lie in their attit,ude towards learning. Piaget

sees learning as the unassisted interaction between a child and

his external world. Alternat.ively, VygoE,sky places a significant
adult, one who guides and transmits a culture, between the child
and his world. WiE,h the concept of rrzone of proximal

developmenLrr (ZPD) he suggests that cognitive modifiability is
possible under adult gruidance or in collaboraEion with more

capable peers.

'rThe ideas of discovery learning developed by Piaget, and that

of guidance in learning developed by Vygotsky are of great

importance to education" (Knoers, 1994: 2881-)

11
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COGNITIVE SCIENCE

Cognitive Science represents a complex and abstract field of

sEudy because thought processes are hidden from external

observatj-on and are oft.en unconscious. (Landa, L975)

The cognit,ive psychology approach focuses on the underlying

cognitive processes that SJovern human behaviour. These processes

are analyzed in order to explain behaviour.

The analysis considers the human being as an information

processing sysE,em, and f ocuses on t,he cognitive processes,

the cognitive structures, and strategies employed. (Knoers,

L994, 2882)

The iafomation processing approach f ocuses on how the

processing actually occurs. l'Iithin the f ramework of this mode1,

it is assumed that, informaE,ion is stored in several memories

having different capacities and accessing characteristics.
Recent,ly acguired information is kept in the processor's short-

term memory (STM), and is directly accessible for processing.

Information is stored in the individual's long-term memory (LTM)

in the form of rrchunks" - the latter will depend upon the

individual's knowledge base and past experience. The learner's
processing capacity is limit.ed by the structure of and the

relationship bet.ween the (STM) and (LTM) . However, active

processing takes place in the (STM) . (Ericsson & Simon, 1,984)

A belief exisE.s E,hat when a learner performs a problem-solving

task the verbalization, occurring concurrently with the task,

reveal the pat,tern of information that is attended to wit,hout

altering the cognitive processes of the learner. (Ericsson &

Simon, 1984).

L2
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The heuristic approach focuses on the strategies employed to

facilitate the process of t.hinking and problem solving.

Whimbey and Lockhead st.ate that I't.he ability to analyze material

and solve problems, is a skiII", and they suggest, that learners

be exposed to the sequences of thought of expert problem

solvers. (L982z 2L)

To structure and control their cognitive operations the

researcher provided the learners with a "thinking procedure"

wit.h which to approach the problem solving exercise. The

thinking procedure resembles Landa' s problem-solving heuristic.
(See Chapt.er 4)

Streamlining the approach to the problems, enables one to

address some of t,he cognitive difficulties displayed by t.he

learners.

COGNITI\IE TEEORTSTS

FEUERSTEIN'S THEORY

Feuerstein, an Isreali clinical psychologist, holds the view

that intelligence is a dynamic process that may be influenced

through intervention. However, in order t.o effecE such a change,

the subject should be open to exE.ernal influence ie. be

modifiable.

Cogrnitive nodi f iabili ty
The concept of structural cognitive modifiability is based on

t.he assumpEion that human organisms are open syst,ems and have

the unigue capacity of becoming cognitivly modified. However,

some do present with a reduced level ot modifiability and this

factor may be attribut,ed t,o cultural deprivation.

r_3
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The latEer means that some children have been deprived of their

own culture. (Feuerst.ein, et a1., 1980) This occurs when a child

is relocaEed at, an early stage and is not. exposed to the unigue

socialization processes of his/her own culture.

Mehl (1991-) states t.hat it is particularly true of t,he Southern

African society where amongst others, the migrant labour sysEem

has caused a total breakdown in normal family 1ife. Cultural

transmission is perceived by young people as representing a

perpetuation of inequality. These individuals may function well

in normal day to day living, but as soon as they are confronted

by new informat,ion they display reduced modifiabilit,y. However,

it is important Eo disting-rish beEween culEural deprivat,ion, and

cultural difference.

Individuals from the culturally differenE sub-groups ofE,en excel

in their leve1s of cognitive functioning despite being different

to the dominant culture. (Mehl, L99L)

Feuerstein bases the concept of cognitive modifiability on the

theory of mediated learning experience.

Mediated learning o<perience

This t.heory contrast.s with that of the Piagetian sEimulus

organism - response approach in Ehat iE places a mediator

between t,he st,imulus and the organism. However, Vygotsky raised

the idea of mediation earlier when he stressed the important

role adulEs play in t.he transmission of culEure to their

children.

L4
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The aim of mediation is to transform a passive, dependent

learner to an active aut.onomous one. The mediator manipulaEes

the stimuli for t.he disadvant,aged learner in order to facilicate

learning.

Our contention is that mediat,ed learning experience is the

foundation upon which cognitive structures are built and

t,hat, even as laE.e as adolescence, major and significant,

cognit,ive modifications are possible. (Feuerstein, et aI. ,

1980: 19) .

The t.hree characteristics essential for meaningful mediation

are:

InE.ent,ionality and Reciprocity.

The mediator should clearly st.aLe his intentions, clarify
inst.ructions, and encourage the learner to parEicipate in the

process of learning. He should also show an interesE in the

learner, and challenge their ideas, norms and values in a

consEructive way. Reciprocity may be regarded as an addit,ional

characteristic since it refers E.o the role of the learner in the

mediatory process. The learner should display an act,ive role by

clarifying his needs and int,enE,ions.

Mediation of Meaning.

The mediaEor assigns a purpose or significance Eo the activity

of learning. He places t,he stimulus/activity within a meaningful

context for the learner, and aE,taches importance to the learning

material.

L5
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Mediation of Transcendence.

Transcendence refers to the conEent-free approach to teaching.

An interaction should not only satisfy the immediate need of the

learner, but also change his scope for dealing with a diversity

of activit,ies.

mediated learning experience

Cogait,ive functions

Deficient cognitive funcEions are Ehe products of insufficient.

mediated learning experiences. They form the basis of poor

cognit.ive performance, and should be Eargeted when assessing

performance or when planning an intervenEion program. An

elaborative list of deficient cognitive functions have been

compiled by Feuerstein and others, and are caE,egorized into the

t.hree main phases of the menE,al act namely Input, ElaboraLion,

and Output. FeuersE,ein, et dl., (1980: 73)

Input Phase.

This phase refers to E.he assessment/analysis of a problem ie.

looking at the givens. ImpairmenE,s that, may occur at this 1eve1

include: blurred perception, deficient need for accuracy in data

collection, eEc.

Various ot,her st.rategies exist,

that. for mediation to t,ake p1ace,

be present..

Anot.her important aspect of E.he

involves cognit.ive funct,ions .

but Feuerstein (1980) insists

the above-ment.ioned t,hree must

1,6
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Elaborat.ion Phase.

Deficiencies aE t,his phase may indicate impairmenE,s in problem

solving technigues, ie. Ehe student, does not know 'r how to work'

things out " and does noE have the ability to use the data

collected in the previous phase in a meaningful way.

Impairments include: t,he inabiliEy to select, relevant. cues in

defining a problem; impaired planning behaviour etc.

Out,put. Phase.

This phase may be marred by deficiencies relating to t,he

verbalization of solut,ions eg. blocking, trial-and-error
responses and t,he lack of verbal tools for communicating

responses. A graphic model illustrates E,he relat,ionships between

these phases. [See Figure (i) ]

Affec ti veI l4otivational

Elabora t 'I On

Inpu t 0utput

Figure (i) (Feuerstein, eE, dI. , 1980 : 75)

Feugrstein attaches much importance to the elaboration phase,

and regards the input and output as peripheral cognitive
processes. The only ref erence to t.he af fective - motivat.ional

f actors is that they ,' . . . can combine negat.ively in such a way as

to influence the att,it,udes of the disadvantaged." (FeuersE,ein,

et dI. , 1980 : 74) .
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Apart from t.he affect,ive-mot,ivaE,iona] factors, Ehe following is

not well represented in FeuersEein's theory: -

No reference is made to inerE, knowledge and ski11s eg. for

individuals who are musically or artisEicatly inclined-

Not, enough emphasis is placed on t,he imporEance of basic / prior

knowledge in t,he development, of thinking skills

Complex types of cognitive performance are noE adequately

addressed.

Rand (1991-) suggests that E,he affective - motivational fact,ors

be incorporat,ed within Feuerstein's lisL of pure cognitive

functions, for example I'Iack of, or reduced need for pursuing

logical evidencerr suggests a measure of energry or inclination

thaE, is af f ect.ive-moE,ivational by nat,ure, whereas , 'rpursuing

Iogical evidence" may be viewed as the cognitive funct.ion.

The model that, he suggest,s, shows the cog:nitive function (FU)

and all of its basic component,s (CA, NE & OR) continuously

int,eracting and muE,ua11y affecting each other. Operation (OP)

refers to the behavi-oral outcome of the funcEion and iCs

components. ISee Figure (ii) ]

OP

Cognitive Function (FU), capacity (CA), need (NE),

orientation (OR), and operaLion (OP)

Figirrre (ii) IntegraE,ive model (Rand, t99]-: 87)
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If this model is related to that of Feuerstein, t,he list of

deficient, functions should be re-forrmrlated and Ehose pertaining

t,o non-cogniEive componenEs be added.

In E,he samb vein Tzuriel (1991: 98) highlighEs the importance of

affectional-moCivational facE,ors by guoEing three clinical
scenarios. He suggesEs thaE, the four componenE.s MLE, cogniEive

modif iability, af f ect,ive and mot,ivational f actors/processes

operat.e in a transactional fashion. The 1aE,t,er implies that t,he

factors mutually affect each oEher, and t.haE, the transformed

component, reacEs differenCly on t,he Erigger componenL. For

example mediation may affect mot,ivational aspects posiE.ively,

thereby reinforcing or encouraging mediation to match t.he

response. ISee Figure (iii)]

Figure (iii) transactional model (Tzuriel , L99L-. l-05)

Tzuriel cont.inues t,o lisC non-inteI1ectua1 factors thaL affect
MLE and cognitive modifiability processes, among:st others : t,he

need for masE,ering, locus of conLrol and fear of failure.
Various nursing educat,ors have st.udied the relationship bet.ween

locus of cont.rol and clinicat decision making. (Tschikota, 1-993;

Neaves, L9B9)

AFFE,
Pe,0c

CTI'/ E
E)JCJ

YLE

yoTtvArroN^L
PROCESSES

c0cNIrtv E
MOOIEIABILIT
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These models reinforce the importance of considering other

factors (affective-mot,j-vational) when analyzing mental acts.

Feuerstein's cognitive map represents a model for analyzing and

ordering the mental act. (Feuerstein, 1980)

Cograitive map

According to Feuerst,ein the parameters by which Ehe mental act

may be analyzed include: content, operaEions, modality, phase,

leve1 of abstract,ion, level of efficiency and leve1 of

complexit.y. (Feuerstein, 1980) . By employing the map along with

the lisE of cognitive deficiencies, cogniE,ive behaviour can be

explained. This process oriented approach allows Ehe mediat,or t.o

locate the reason for the learner's inefficiency in any of t.he

paramet,ers. The latter may be illustraE.ed by the following

example:

Cindy prefers to model Soldato's gowns more than Levin's, but,

less than Arendz.

Arendz> Soldato> Levin-

Content: Is illustraEed by listing and/or ordering.

Operation: By using mathematical symbols.

Modality: The written word is transferred to symbolic mode.

Phase: Input - By collecting data

Elaboration - By the manipulation of daEa

Out,put. - By relat.ing t.he answer either in the written

or verbal form.

Level of complexity: How difficult is the problem?

Level of abstraction: How straightforward the solution?

Level of efficiency: How skilled has the learner become at,

solving this type of problem.
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Since the model allows for a dynamic assessment. of the learners'

cognitive behaviour, the researcher used it to evaluate

student.s' responses to problem-solving exercises. (See ChapEer

3 and 4).

Feuerst,ein discusses the cognit.ive impairmenEs that may be

displayed by the learner under rrphaselr. The aim of any

intervention program would Eherefor be to E,urn these

(impairments) around ie. to make them positive.

Because of the lack of subjecE specific research data in this

field, the researcher used heuristic guidelines to be guided in

a general literat,ure search.

2.3 GENERAL RESE.ARCE LITERATURE

Looking at t,he givens in the research topic: firstly, student

nurses experience difficulties when making clinical judgements,

and secondly an intervention needs to be designed to address

such dif f icult,ies.

Some of the conclusions Ehat can be drawn from the above

statement include the following:

Difficult.ies or errors in judgements may be relayed to Ehe

"mismatches" stressed by Klayman and Brown (1993), Shayer and

Adey (1981) .

It was t,herefore imperative Eo identify the difficulties

sEudents have when making clinical judgemenEs. This was done by

matching t.he cognitive demand of E,he task to Ehe cognitive

repert,oire of the students. (See Chapter 3)
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Some authors (Nickerson, et EI., 1985) suggest, that it is

important to clarify what we know, and do not know abouE problem

solving.

The rrmismatchesrr were addressed by exposing studenEs to a

general t,hinking procedure (problem solving heuristic) and

allowing t,hem to internalize it t,hrough practise.
(See Chapter 4)

Such an intervention provides the students with an opporE,unity

to apply t.he "thj-nking procedurerr in context. Nickerson, et

aI. (1985) , argue that the application of the heuristic

principles in context may prove to be more useful than the

principles themselves .

This underscores the view that. training people in task specific

processes is one of the sErategies employed to improve human

judgement. (Klayman & Brown, 1993)

To take this discussion a step further - these proposals can be

critically examined in relation to current research data.

2 .4 NTIRSING RESE.ARCE LITERATURE

Conflicting research findings exists around the topic of

clinical judgement.

The major areas of interest j-nclude the following:

Ehe impact of nursing education on clinical judgement;

proficiency in making clinical judgement; the perceptions of

st,udent,s about clinical judgement; the effect of experience on

clinical decision making, and locus of control.
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The impact of aursiag education on cliaical judgenent.

In a comprehensive review published by Kitgen-Andrews

(1991: 153) she quoted seven of Ehe studies which supporEed the

impact of nursing education on clinical judgement and E.wo which

f ailed to provide any supporE, in t,his regard.

Most of the studies examined t,he relationship between the level

of educat.ion and clinical judgement.

Amongst those which supporE. the impacE of nursing education on

clinical judgement were :

Verhonick, Nichols, Glor, and Mc Carthy (L968) who studied the

clinical judgement abilit,ies of 1,575 registered nurses when

viewing a film of five clinical scenarios. Descript.ive analysis

indicat.ed that clinical judgement abilities were posit.ively

linked to academic degree he1d.

Davis (!972), using Verhonick's material, found that clinical

nurse specialj.sE.s scored higher than nurses with a baccalaureate

degree, and the latter scored higher than nurses with a diploma

qualification.

Aspinall (1,976) , when using a single case study E,o evaluate

clinical judgement, found that when L87 nurses were questioned

about the possible causes of a patient's condition, nurses with

a baccalaureate degree scored higher Ehan associat,e degree, and

hospital diploma nurses.

DeI Bueno (1983) studied t,he effect of academic preparaEion and

clinical experience on clinical judgement ability. She found

that. the experienced baccalaureat.e graduates performed best.
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The t.wo studies that fail Eo support the impact of education on

clinical judgement were :

Frederickson and Mayer /1977) using Verhonick's material, found

no significant differences in the clinical problem solving

abilities of associate degree and baccalaureate students.

Pardue (1-987) found no significanE. differences with regard Eo

decision making amongst, diploma, associate degree, baccalaureate

and master's prepared nurses.

Proficiency iu making clinical judgenent.

Loving (1993) reviewed six st,udies dealing with subjecLs'

proficiency in making clinical judgements. The independent

variables examined in the studies include the following;

Using a decis j.on tree (Aspina1l, 1979) , provision of an

assessment tool (Hamdi & Hutelmyer, 1970), Eeaching problem

oriented charting (Mitchell & Atwood, L975) , teaching hytrlot.hesis

generation (Tanner, L982) and teaching of cue recognition
(Thiele, Baldwin & Hyde, 1986).

Of these sEudies only two produced significant results ie:

Aspinall (L979) found that, when studylng the decision making

proficiency of 90 pracE.ising nurses, the subjects, for whom the

decision making trees were available, performed better than the

group for whom it was not available.

Thiele, €t EI., (1986) used computer simulaEions to study the

effect of teaching cue recognition on the students' ability to

recognize and sort cues.
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The perceptions of students about the Process of learaing

clinical judgeneut.

Loving (1993) stressed the fact t.hat no qualitative studies

describing the process of learning clinical nursing judgement

were identified. The perceptions of students about the process

of learning clinical judgement, was then researched by him.

He concluded that t.he evaluation oriented approach, highlighted

students' efforts at learning patient-centred care and suggested

t.hat more time should be spent by staff to help students think

through patienE. problems.

The effect of oq>erieace or clinical decisioa makiag.

An experient pattern of knowing has been described in studies

regarding clinical decision making. (Benner & Tanner, L987)

In this instance the decision making ski11s of novices were

compared t.o those of experts. The former would rely heavily on

theory, and on reducing situations into parts whereas the

latEer's decisions would be based on experience-driven paradigrms

of whole situations.

Locus of control.
The psychological construct of locus of control has recently

been described as a factor affecting clinical decision making.

(Tschikot,a, 19 93 ) .

Locus of cont,rol is a relatively sEable personality

characteristic which describes a person's beliefs abouE what,

determines the outcome of life events. If a person has an

int.ernal locus of conE.rol he/she perceives an event as a resul-t,

of personal characteristics.
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When faE.e, luck or chance is perceived as t,he cause of events

he/she is said t,o have an external locus of control.

Tschikota's (1993) findings differ from that of Arakelian (1980)

who suggested that persons with an internal locus of control are

beEEer able Eo ext.ract relevant, information and use data in

problem solving than those with an external locus of control.

Tschikota in her study found no significant difference in this

characEeristic. She, conceded however that subjecEs with an

internal locus of control used more complex reasoning strategies

than subjecEs with an external locus of control. (1993: 396)

Neaves (1989: L4) testing the hypothesis that tt ffi internal

locus of control is positively related Eo independent decision

making in nursing students", found a statistically significant

t.hough somewhaE. low relationship between locus of control and

decision making.

Tschikota (1993: 390) states that,,

recently a small nucleus of research-based information is

f orming t,hat describes some of the cognitive st,rategies

used by nursing st,udents during the process of making

clinical decisions.

There is indication of a shifE, in focus from

product of clinical judgement to determining

employed to effecE, such a judgement.

measuring the

Lhe processes
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2.5 IMPLICATIONS FOR TEIS STUDY

A literature review shows a conspicuous absence of loca1

research wit.h regard to this t,opic. It becomes clear that the

researcher is embarking on a new field of st,udy and has limited

literature available for comparisons.

Nursing research literature reflect, that most studies were

concerned wit.h the product, rather than E.he processes of making

clinical judgements. This moE,ivated the researcher to

investigate the dif f icult.ies students have wiE.h said processes.

A theoretical overview showed some of the earlier paradigrms,

behavioursim and gestaltism t.o have well defined boundaries.

The more recent ones however, €g. constructivism and cognitive

science, Eend Eo blur ac t.he edges. Even theorists like Piaget

and Vygotsky agree on some issues, while presenE,ing opposing

arguments on others.

Taking the disadvanE,aged background of the subjects used in the

study into account one should be mindful of the dichot,omy of E.he

learning situation; the learner, and what is to be learned

(Meh1, 1989) ; t,he cognitive processes people use and the tasks

to which these processes are applied. (Klayman & Brown, L993;

Shayer & Adey, 1981)

It is therefore advisable firstly, Eo determine the cognitive

demand of a clinical problem-solving exercise and secondly t,o

highlighE. the cognitive processes used by st,udenEs whilsE,

performing the exercise.
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This should be followed by an attempt to address any

I' mismaE.ches " identif ied, through intervention. (Klayman &

Brown, 1993; Shayer & Adey, 1981-)

Fina1ly, it is interesting Eo note that heuristic guidelines

were employed E.o address t,he problem of the limited availability

of literat,ure on this particular topic.
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CEAPTER 3

TEE COGNITI\IE DEIIAI{D OF TEE TASK AT{D TEE

DIFFIEULTIES DISPLAY'ED BY TEE STT'DENTS.

3.1. nilTRODUCTTON.

rrHe couldn't. f ig"ure it out because he couldn't

f igure it outrr.

(Landa, L976: 59)

This was the response of a teacher on being quest,ioned about

reasons why a bright and diligent boy failed Eo solve

mathematical problems .

"Why can't t,hey f igure it out. . . , " was the concern of this

research presented here about the perceived lack of judgement

ski11s displayed by students in the clinical sett.ing. She

guestioned the fact that even though the students knew the

theory around a specific health problem (subject conEent) and

knew what. must be done in order t.o solve Ehe problem (cognitive

operati-ons) they were unable E.o do so.

This tallied with Landa's (1976) findings with regard to the

problems students had with the solving of difficult mathematical

problems.

Her other perception concerned the fact, that once students were

questioned about such problems, they would often arrive aL the

correct solution.

Ctinical nursing revolves around the solving of health problems,

ie. identifying t,he needs of patients, and planning appropriate

nursing interventions.
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For example; Patient x in a Urology ward complains of lower

abdominal discomfort, .

The student nurse would Ehen report the pat,ient's complaint. Eo

the person in charge of Ehe unit.
In the meanwhile :

No assessment of the patient's condition is made; all the

relevant information is not collected; simple j-nterventions eg,

changing the patient's position / determining whet,her the

patient's urinary bladder is fuII, are not done.

This scenario reflects a typical clinicaL
application of the relevanE. cognitive

excellence in nursing care.

situation where Ehe

ski1ls would ensure

Other fact,ors that, may influence the sEudent's ability to solve

clinical problems include:

The teaching of the E,heory of nursing in a classroom sett.ing

without. adequate opportunity for clinical tutorials; clinical

teaching focusing mainly on the acquisition of psycho-motor

skiI1s; a lack of peer facilitation in the clinical setting;

logistic problems eg. inadeguate resources (both human and

material. )

Tut.ors spend time Eeaching nursing theory, problem-solving

models and clinical skills and then expect students to integrate

these without act,uaI1y t.eaching them how t.o do iE,.
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MehI (1985: 1,29) states that "Some sEudents have never been

taught Eo analyze dat,a carefully or to plan an approach t,o t,he

solution of a problem.rr

3.2 COGNITI\IE DEMA}ID OF TEE TASK.

(See Problem stat,ement 1 - Appendix I)

In order to make a clinicat judgement the learner/student needs

t,o know:

A. Subject Content: ie

The health / disease continuum; t,he physiological response

of the body to any type of stressor eg. abdominal sur$erf;

E,he nat.ure of disease / pathology and the general post,-

operat.ive as well as specific posE-gasErectomy recovery

expectations.

B. Cogmitive operat,ions: ie.
Cognit.ive functions on Input, Elaboration and Output

Cogrnitive fuactions on input.

Students should be able to :

(a) make use of more than one source of informat.ion eg. they

must be able t.o int.erpret t,he available patient-records;

(b) focus on relevant. information eg. upper abdominal wound/

absence of fever and pain;

(c) systemat,ically scan all the givens eg. decreased outpuE

along with lower abdominal discomforE;
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(d) visualize an obese patient who, on the first post-

operative day has an urinary catheter and int.ravenous

line in-situ ;

(e) collect dat.a accurately eg. fluid intake versus fluid

out,put within 24 hours.

Cogrnitive functions on elaboration.

At this leve1 students should be able to:
(a) identify and define the problem ie. recognize abdominal

discomfort as a problem that, needs t,o be addressed;

(b) utilize the relevant cues in a goal direct,ed way to define

the problem ie. make a correct interpretation of the

available data;

(c) compare and analyze / summarize the informatj-on available

to them, ie. conclude that the patient's fluid output is

inadequate for that particular day;

(d) pursue evidence to explain the above facE;

(e) display the planned behaviour to alleviate the patient's

discomfort.

Cograitive functions on output.

SEudent.s should be abte t.o verbalize Eheir plan/s of action.

This should be done in a cIear, logical and sysEematic way, and

they should refrain from using trial-and-error responses.

By sketching a clinical scenario on paper and having the

relevant patient records available, t,he student is forced to

apply his/her Ehinking skiI1s to its fullest, potential.
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C. A specific thinking procedure.

To make clinical judgements t.he student needs to int.ernalize an

approach Eo the problem, which will allow him/her to manipulate

the information (as listed under A) by employing the skiIls (as

listed under B) in a very specific way.

3 .3 DIFFIEI'LTIES DISPLAYED BY THE Sfl'DENTS.

General.

From the perceptj-ons mentioned earlier, and the subsequent

analysis of subject cont,ent it. follows that the students'

judgement skiIls be tested on a fixed task. The latter being a

simulated clinical problem-solving exercise. However,

simulations should be designed j-n such a way E.hat subjects would

be able to solve problems and plan interventions with reasonable

accuracy. (Tschikota, 1993)

Critique against. using simulations include ; t,he inability to

account for various variables that may influence the learner's
judgement.. (Tanner, 1987) .

Advantages include the fact that it presents the learner with a

safe and non-threatening environment and a11ows the researcher

to study several students' responses to a fixed task. (Tanner,

1-987) It also a1Iows the researcher to manipulate the givens in

a way that in any real clinical set,ting may prove life

threat,ening to t,he pat.ient eg. a scenario depicting f luid

overload in a patient post-operatively.

A deliberate attempt was made to select scenarios where "lack of

knowledge" would not be present as a variable.
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Subj ects

Subj ects

studenEs

students

English,

and Procedure.

were select,ed from a class of L4 Ehird year nursing

aE the Universit,y of the West.ern Cape. Init,ially 10

participated in the program.

although a second langruage was used by most students.

The process of acqr.riring analytical t,hinking skills is difficult

t,o address because it involves an activity generally done "in
the individual' s head" . This activiE.y is only exposed if

individuals vocalize their t,houghts ie. "think-aIoud".

In order to establish whether the researcher's percepE.ions were

accurate, interviews were conducEed with a number of student

nurses. The value of research data obtained from interviews was

not reaI1y appreciat,ed until the Piagetian era, when it was

realized that it is noE. only Ehe solution of a problem that

offers research data but it is also t,he processes employed that,

is of value to research. This provided researchers with insight

int.o the complex cognitive operations applied by subjects in the

problem solving process (Konold & WeI1, 1981).

A number of researchers proposed that cognitive processes could

be described as sequences of heeded information and that, verbal

reports correspond t,o t,his heeded informat,ion. (Ericson & Simon,

1984) .

In "Think-a1oudil interviews probing is kept to a minimum, and

subjects are encouraged to verbalize Eheir thoughEs. The

int,erviewer is noE, inE,erested in the answer, but raE.her in the

process of getting to that, answer.
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This does not only provide her with information stored in the

sLudent's (STM) , but iE forces the student. to link onto

information stored in the (LTT,I) (Ericson & Simon, L984) . The

t.hink-a1oud inE,erview was used t,o gain insight inE,o the

sEudent's approach to t,he problem, his manipulation of the dat,a

available to him as well as t,he plan of action proposed by him.

To investigate the researcher' s second perception (that if

students are questioned about health problems they often arrive

at the correct solution) "in-depth" interviews were conduct,ed.

These represent highly interact,ive t,ypes of interviews. The

subjecE is probed at. a deep leveI as he/she attempt,s to solve a

problem. The subject is asked to explain, motivate or

subsEanEiate his/her responses but, t,he interviewer refrains

from assisting him/her by way of hints, evaluative remarks or

body language. (Konold & WeII, 1981).

Data was collect,ed by t.he interviewer, and no E,ime 1imit, was

imposed on students. The subjecEs were informed that the outcome

of the exercise was not as j-mportant as the process of problem

solving. They were also informed that Ehe information provided,

was the only data available to them.

Students who participat.ed did so voluntarily.

Each interview was tape-recorded and E,ranscribed. The

transcripts were divided int,o "thought, segments" and analyzed by

using Feuerstein's deficienE, functions / cogniEive map as a

frame of reference.
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The interviews as weII as the analysis was done by the

researcher. During t,he analysis it is import.ant to constantly

compare individual protocols on a specific issue t,o Ehe rrErendrr

displayed by all the other subjects on the same issue.

Konold and Well (1981: 10) stat,e that such a strategy,

keeps us at a level of analysis t,hat a1lows us to

generalize our underst.andings beyond the individual, yet

does not result, in informat,ion Ehat. is t,oo globaI Lo be of

any vaIue.

Simulations were constructed in consult,aEion with her colleagrues

as well as unit managers from a 1oca1 healE,h facility.

The researcher Eaught Clinical Nursing Science to these student,s

f or E,he two years preceding t,he study.

Problen used:

The student was given a problem stat,ement and asked to read it

carefully. Additional information was supplied in E,he form of

patient records. The student was then asked to think-aloud while

addressing the patient's problem. Pen and paper were made

available should the sEudent wish to make any notes.

A practise session, during which the interviewer felt free to

intervene, was done t,o illustrate t,he met.hod to be used.

The problem st,atement, along wit.h all the patienE records appear

in Appendix I.
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Analysis and results of iThink-aloudi protocols.

(Individual protocol analyses in Appendix II

NSA & NSB refer to Nursing student A & B)

In this instance t.he reasons f or t.he breakdown of problem

analysis resemble those listed by Whimbey and Lockhead (1982:.

11) namely :

1) Failure to approach problems in an organized way.

(NSA) made a sweeping percepEion "maybe Ehere is bleeding"

wit,hout exploring the inf ormation j-n a sysEemaEic way.

rnitially (NSB) appeared to be focused, however, she did not

fo11ow through by exploring all the givens.

Feuerstein (1980) regards this type of behaviour as the product

of inadeguate training in exploratory skiIIs.

2) Faj-lure to observe and use relevant information.
(NSA) observed some of the relevant information, but did not use

it in a const,ructive way . He simply stated t,hat, rrthe urine

output, is a 1it,E,Ie bit, down" buE. failed E,o conclude that the

patient may be experiencing urinary ret,ention or, if sEill
catheterized, thaE, the caEheter may be blocked.

(NSB) failed dismally in this area. She did not consult Ehe

patient records at all. This resulted in inadequate data

collect,ion during the input phase. Atl E,he relevant cues are

cont,aj-ned in the patient records ie. all the answers to her

queries eg. rrFind out her btoodpressure, her pu1se, ...... make

sure she is still niI per mouLh".
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3) Failure to speII out relatj-onships.

(NSA) occasionatly failed Eo speII out relationships. From, rrthe

mass of the patient is 100 k9", he did not deduce Ehat the

patient was obese. (NSB) referred to the same patient as rra

frail old ladyr' .

The fact that t.he paEient had not passed any urine during the

previous six hours, received Ehe following response, from (NSA)

I' the urine ouE.put is a liE.t1e bit down"

4) Imprecision and inaccuracy in performi-ng mental activities.
(NsB) did not. compare, summarize, pursue logical evidence, or

apply any other elaborative processes because of the limited

information collected during the input, phase.

One of (NSA) 's biggest problems was t.hat he did noL co-ordinat.e

the data obtained during the input phase. He attended to
information cont.ained in the records but failed to relate it to

the pat,ient's main problem.

Protocol analysis of t.he "think-aIoud" interviews showed t.hat:

St,udenE,s knew most, of t.he t.heory around the probIem,.

they displayed some of the cognitive operations buE that

there was no evidence of organized problem solving

behaviour.

Analysis and results of rIn-depth" interviews.
(Individual proE,ocol analyses in Appendix II

NSC & NSD refer Lo Nursing sEudent C & D)
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In this instance the reasons for the breakdown of problem

analysis include:

1) Failure to approach problems in a structured way.

(NSD) had a novel way of approaching the problem. He did so by

way of elimination, ie. he considered the various post-operative

complications and eliminated them by utilizi-ng t.he data from the

patient's records. (NSC)'s approach appeared to be fairly

struct.ured as weI1.

2) Failure to observe and use relevant information.

Both (NSC) and (NSD) failed to observe all the relevant

information during the input. phase. They determined Ehe age of

the patient, but not her mass. The latter being a fairly

important factor in the posE,operaEive care of the pat,ient.

3) Failure to spe1l out relationships.
(NSD) appeared to be uncerE,ain when drawing conclusions about

data collected.rr So there is a slight possibiliEy of maybe. . .

maybe the bladder is fullrr and "...the patient is lying
incorrectly. I' However, once he was guestioned about his

st,atement,s he supplied t.he j-nterviewer with the correct

motivation for making Ehem. Similarly it was only aft.er (NSC)

was probed E,hat he came up with the correct relationship between

the patient.'s fluid intake and outrput.

He started off by saying, rrl cannot say that the pat.ient has not

passed.... (subjecE, laughs) No, I gruess no Yes I think nowrr,

and then provided t,he correct, answer.
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4) rmprecision and inaccuracy in performing menE,al act,ivities.

In both cases the students starEed off in a goal direct,ed way

and apart from the facE. t,hat they failed Eo collect some of the

givens, the input phase posed no real problems to them.

However, during E,he elaborat.ion phase, a number of probes were

reguired t,o facilitate the problem-solving process.

In both instances t,he subjects refrained from proceeding t,o the

output phase. Problems were idenEified buE not adequaLely

addressed. Probes like rr So you are saying. . . change the

posiEion ?", and, rr...what about the other problem E,hat you have

identified?" were provided by the researcher.

ProE.oco1 analysis of the clinical or in-dept,h interviews

indicated t,hat,

Students knew the theory around the problem;

they displayed mosE. of the cognitive operations (especially

after being probed by the interviewer) however, Ehere was

stil1 1ittIe evidence of organized problem-solving

behaviour.

3.4 DTSCUSSTON.

The insights gained from the inEerviews were extremely

illuminating. IE provided the researcher with an information

base.

At, t,his st,age the subjects were not exposed t,o any influences,

and the dat.a conf irmed some of t.he concerns raised by the

interviewer at Ehe beginning of the Chapter.
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Alt,hough all t,he transcripts were not, attached, t.he four t,hat

were discussed, reflect Ehe trend set by t,he other respondents.

The protocol analyses highlighted the I'mismatches[ between the

cognitive processes t,he students used and E.he tasks E.o which the

processes were apptied. (flayman & Brown, 1993).

The decision to employ " domain " specific heuristics

int,ervention mechanism, follows on the suggestions by

Perkins and Salomon, (1989) and Klayman and Brown (1993).

as an

both

3 .5 IUPLIEATIONS FOR INTER\TEI{TION

In order to illustraE,e the need for some kind of inEervention

Iet us consider Perkins's design questions (1985).

Purpose.

The purpose of int.ervenEion at this 1eve1 lies in the fact t.hat

Iearners should be provided with a general thinking procedure

that, may be employed to solve a variet.y of clinical problems.

SE,ructure.

The structure of such a program should allow learners to acquire

a skill that, will enable them to manipulat,e content knowledge by

employing cognitive operat,ions in a very specific way.

Model Case

Students must be provided with deEailed model cases addressing

specific health problems of individuals.
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Arguments.

The argruments for employing Ehis type of intervention program

are manifold, amongst, others :

To provide learners with the opportunit,y t.o int,ernalize a

problem solving procedure Ehough practise;

To make the thinking and problem-solving processes overt Eo

the learners, and

To encourage peer-group discussion.
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EEAPTER 4.

AN IMTER\IETTION

4.L TIITRODUCTION.

From the previous Chapter iE becomes clear thaE. sE,udents do

experience difficulties when making clinical judgements.

The question remains I'How does one address Ehese difficulEies?"

One of the answers lies in teaching st,udents a problem solving

ski1l and allowing them t,o inE,ernalize it through practise.

g,Ihimbey and Lockhead (L982 ) were concerned about t.he

difficulties learners experienced with problem solving. Since

analytical thinking form the basis for problem solvJ-ng, they

argrred that if the learner's thinking skills can be improved

their general problem solving abiliEies will improve.

However, Ehe teaching of a new skil1 entails the following:

The demonstration of the skil1 by an expert in the field

and t,he practise of t,he skil1 by t,he learner under the close

supervision of the expert (teacher).

As sEaEed earlier, analytical thinking involves an activiE,y

which is generally done "in the individuals headrr and is only

exposed once they vocalize their thoughts.

In an at,t.empt. to address this phenomenon, Whimbey & Lockhead

(L982) used the following strategy:

Experts were asked to think-aloud while they solved difficult

problems. The t,ranscripEs were then summarized into problem

solving steps (Solution 1).
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This was followed by a 'rpeer-pair[ attempE at solving Ehe same

problems. (Solution 2). In a "peer-pair" situation one learner

assumes the role of the problem solver, and the other the role

of the list,ener.

To ident,ify any short.comings in the process a protocol analysis

of rrsolut,ion 2u is Ehen compared wit.h thaE, of rrSolution 1rr.

In the "peer-pair" exercise boEh partners benefit, in thaE,:

The problem solver is able to monitor his progress, and

the listener learns about the t,echnigue used and is

allowed t.o identify the errors made by E.he problem solver.

The listener has to ensure Ehat the problem solver keeps on

expressing his thoughts a1oud. He should also ask for

clarificat,ion and insist. on a detailed explanaEion whenever he

is unsure of what the problem solver is t,hinking about. (Whimbey

& Lockhead, L984) .

This method could prove to be exEremely useful because it a11ows

one, firstly to Iist, E,he methods used by good problem solvers

and secondly Eo identify the difficulties common to poor problem

solvers.

In a similar experiment Landa (1,976) invest.igated the fact that

some of t,he besE. st,udent,s failed Eo solve difficult mathemaEical

problems. He sEated thaE, E,he reasons for their failure may be

divided into t,wo groups ie.
those relating to short,comings in knowledge and its

organizat.ions, and those relating to inadeguacies of

cognit.ive operations .
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He concluded that students lack a sysEem of operaEions and a

generality of application of these operations. In order to

address these inadequacies and develop a system of rules, h€

analyzed t.he procedures thaE. good students foIlow in order t.o

solve mathemaLical problems. These rules were Eaught to all of

the other subj ecEs in t,he experiment and a f ollow-up
j-nvesE.igaEion showed a marked increase in their ability to solve

similar mathematical problems .

In this study t,he researcher transfers Ehe strategies suggested

by Whimbey and Lockhead (L982) and Landa (7976) to the field of

Clinical Nursing Science.

4.2 A EEURISTIE APPROAEE.

Simon (1,979) sEates that a heuristic denotes any principle or

devise t,hat contribut,es Eo t,he reduct,ion in t,he average search

for a solut.ion.

ft is however, important to distingruish between algorithms and

heuristics.

Algorithms refer t,o step-by-step procedures (prescriptions) Lhat

guarantee solutions. If these steps are followed to a tee one

should accomplish that which one has set out t.o accomplish.

Heuristics on the ot.her hand constitute gruidelines which, if

followed cIose1y, does not guarantee a solution buE brings one

closer to a solution. It may even provide one with a reasonable

chance of accomplishing that which one has set out to accomplish

(Nickerson, et EI . , 1985 ) .
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The researcher's reasons for devising a heuristic tallied with

t.hose of Landa (L97 6) .

Landa guestioned the fact, that although studenEs knew the theory

around a specific problem, and knew whaE needed Eo be done in

order to solve it, they were st,i11 unable to do so. This

phenomena was illustrated by the studenEs' responses to a

problem- solving exercise .

In addressing clinical problems, some of t.he problem-solving

rules/st.eps suggested by Landa appear to be appropriate namely:

Look at what is givens and what is to be proved and

separate t,he two

Draw the most direct and obvious conclusions from t.he given

information

Critically examine the information obt,ained (Iists

compiled) in Ehe previous steps, and analyze, compare and

draw inferences from t,he information

Break the problem up into sub-problems and repeat from

sEep 1

PrioriCize solutions (interventions)

Choose the most appropriate solution (int,ervention/s).

The following example illustrates how this heurist,ic may be

applied in clinical problem solving.

1

2

3

4

5

5
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4.3 A EEURISTIC APPROAEE . APPLIED.

(See problem statement. 1-, Appendix I)

SEep 1.

List all the givens against the problem t,o be addressed.

The patient is a 48 year oId woman who has had a gastrectomy.

The following day (16h00) she complains of lower abdominal

discomfort. However, "the day following surgery" could be

interpreEed as the first, post-operaEive day.

Step 2.

Draw obvious conclusions from the givens.

Visualize t,he patient. In this instance it is a 48 year old

female patient weighing 110k9 (obese). It is the first post-

operat.ive day after abdominal surgery. One would therefore

expect her to have an upper abdominal wound.

Mrs Smit,h would be lying in a semi-fowlers position in bed, and

she would stiIl be kept ni1 per mouth. One would expect, her to
have the following-in-situ: intravenous 1ine, naso-gastric tube

and a urinary cathet.er.

A gastrectomy patienE, could also presenE with the following

post-operat,ive problems ie. pain, nausea, and haemorrhage.

AddiEional inf ormaE.ion obtained f rom t.he patient' s records

include the following;
The vital signs are within normal limits.

Intravenous fluid intake between 08h00 and 16h00 totals l-000m1

while the urinary output for the same period is only 300m1s.
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This indicat.es a f luid def icit.
Pethidine was administ,ered for pain Ewo hours prior to the

patient's complaint.

Because of the vast amount of data available, a list of E,he most

relevant informat,ion may be compiled.

(Obtain additional information from the bedside records.)

In order to apply this step, studenEs should have a sound

knowledge base as well as the abiliE.y to apply general cognit,ive

operations. At first the list may appear to be exhaustive.

However, the more practised the sEudent becomes in Ehe

application of the ruIes, the more compact t,he list will become.

It is also important to focus on the cognitive difficulties

displayed by student,s during step l- & 2. They should be

encouraged to :

Visualize an obese woman who has undergone abdominal surgery,

utilize all t,he available sources of information to gather

accurat.e and precise data. The prescription chart and fluid

balance record should be consulted to determine the patient's

ftuid incake, which could then be compared with Ehe fluid outpuE,

f or that, part,icular day.

SEeps 1 and 2 will also ensure a systematic approach to the

problem.

Step 3.

Crit,ica}ly examine E.he list , analyze, compare and draw

inferences.
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The following may indicate E.he most probable causes for

discomfort: the patient,'s position in bed; discomfort as a

result of pain and obesiEy; a blocked urinary catheEer.

The application of theoretical and clinical knowledge will

ensure that a decreased fluid ouEput be recognized without fail.

PracE,ical experience with regard Eo post-operative paEienE care

witl also be helpful. The need for pursuing logical evidence is

illusE.rated by a systematic investigation re. the locat.ion of

the discomfort. The facE, that it is not relaE,ed to the surgical

wound ie. upper abdominal wound vs. lower abdominal discomfort.

Step 4.

Break problems up into sub-problems and repeat from step 1.

It becomes clear t,hat aE this sEage each of t,he I'probable

causes" becomes a sub-probIem.

The latter may be addressed in t.he following manner:

If the urinary catheE,er is in-situ, determine whether the

catheter is blocked.

If the urinary cathet.er has been removed, establish the

possibility of urinary retention.
Since the urinary output is not adequaEe, determine wheEher the

bladder is distended.

From the information available it is not clear whether the

urinary cat,het,er is st,iI1 in-situ. However, t,he mosE obvious

reasons for this "probable cause" may be relayed to: a blocked

urinary catheE,er, or posE, operaEive urinary reE,ention
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During steps 3 and 4 students must be encouraged Eo :

Apply t,heir knowledge in E.he pursuing of evidence;

Compare data and eliminaE.e incongruencies and

Select relevant information and display planning behaviour.

Step 5.

Prioritize solutions / List interventions

Blocked cathet,er - unblock

Urinary retention - Apply conservative measures to

facilitate urination / catheEerize

Position in bed - change position.

Step 6.

Choose the mosE. appropriate solution or range of solutions.

During the last two steps of the procedure students should

refrain from using trial-and-error responses. They should be

encouraged E.o report their solutions / intervent,ions accurately,

clearly and concisely.

These sEeps represent a heuristic approach Eo the solving of

clinical problems. It fits in with the definition of the concept

since it constj.tutes guidelines or rules which, if followed

closeIy, does not guarantee a solution but brings one close to

one.
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The reader may argrue thaE, these gruidelines resemble mosE other

problem-solving models for example:

Polya' s problem-solving heuristic (1957)

Miles' rrNursing processrr ( 1984 )

Even though some sEudenEs were previously exposed to Polya and

Miles' models, t,hey displayed very 1it,tle transf er of Ehe

knowledge to the clinical area. The object,ive of Ehis exercise

is t.heref ore noE E,o teach an alternative model f or problem

solving but to facilit,ace the application of a particular

problem solvj-ng heuristic, one t,haE. may be applied to a variety

of clinical scenarios.

The aim being to allow st.udents to use the heurisEic auidelines
in a flexible manner and possibly devise their own set of

guidelines.

The other hidden agenda is t,o address the cognitive deficiencies

displayed by student,s - something that is not always implicit in

t.he models quoted earlier.

4.4 AN IITTER\IENTION

The intervention was planned for the first, half of Ehe second

semester.

The firsE session was used to discuss the program, and decide on

a appoinement schedule. The lat.t,er proved to be problematic

because of t,he studenE,s' fuII academic program.
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In short, Ehe program contained t.he f ollowing.

(a) Group session: Demonstrat,ion of the problem-solving

heuristic
(b) One peer-pair session : Using Whimbey and Lockhead's

problem- solving exercises

(c) Four peer-pair sessions: Using clinical scenarios (Done

on a weekly basis)

(d) Individuat think-aIoud interviews : Using a clinical

scenario, similar in nature to Ehe first one

(e) Evaluation questionnaire t,o be completed by students.

(a) GROUP SESSION.

The researcher used t,he rrthink-aloud'r method to demonst.rate the

application of E.he problem solving heuristic. (whimbey &

Lockhead, L982) The various cognit.ive ski11s reguired to perform

each of E,he problem solving steps were highlighted by the

researcher by making her own Ehinking processes overt and

explicit. Students had the opportunity to idenE.ify some of the

difficulties they experienced during their problem solving

attempt.

This was followed by a discussion on:

the common cognitive difficulties displayed by sEudents;

and t.he methods employed by good problem solvers. (Whimbey &

Lockhead, L984)
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The students were given a copy of the problem-solving heuristic

as well as a copy of the Problem staEemenE L. with all the

relevant, patient, records.

(b) PEER . PAIR SESSION.

Students were exposed E,o the "peer-pair" meEhod used by Whimbey

and Lockhead in their experiments on problem solving. Examples

were taken from Whimbey and Lockheads' book "Problem solving and

comprehension'r ( 1982 ) A copy of Ehe " Problem solutionrr was

supplied to t,he students for monitoring their own performance

against those of expert thinkers.

(c) PEER.PAIR SESSIONS USING CLINICAI. SEENARIOS.

These sessions were scheduled on a weekly basis.

Students were given problem statements from a number of clinical

situations, along wit,h the relevant patient records.

The "peer-pair think-aIoud" sessions were recorded E,o a11ow the

researcher to reflect on t,he findings as well as to plan future

problem scenarios. The scenarios where designed to try to

address the difficulties listed in Chapter 3.

Feedback followed every peer-pair session when E,he researcher

would hightight Ehe "problem-so1vers" difficulties in terms of

content, cognitive operations and sEructured thought. Both

partners had the opport.unity to Eake part in this discussion.

Some of the co-incidenEal findings of this session will be

discussed later. ( See 4.5 Discussion)
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(d) IIIDIVIDUAJ, iTEIIIK-ALOUD II TERVIEWS.

Subj ects

Eight interviews were conducted by the researcher. A1I of these

studenEs aEtended the program for at Ieast, one quarter.

Materials

A postoperative scenario similar Eo Ehe one used earlier
(Problem staE,ement, 1) was formulated.

In this instance a different post-operative complication had to

be addressed. The cognit,ive operations t,hat this task demanded,

closely resembled those required to solve the first clinical
problem.

An illustration of the heurist,ic approach to the problem

follows:

A Eeuristic approach : applied.
(See Problem statement 4, Appendix IV)

Step 1.

List all the givens against the problems to be addressed.

The patient is a post-menopausal woman who has undergone a total

abdominal hyst.erectomy and bilateral salpingo- oophorectomy. Her

problem lies in E,he fact, that she has developed a purulent,

discharging wound sinus.

SEep 2.

Draw obvious conclusions from the givens. Consult all the

relevant paEienE-records .
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First.ly visualize the patienE. In this instance it is a 55 year

old female pat,ienE weighing 100 kg (obese) .

It is the third postoperaEive day following abdominal surgery.

One would therefore expect her t,o have a lower abdominal wound.

She has been mobilized since E,he first. posE,-operative day and

one would expecE her to be nursed in a semi-fowlers position.

Mrs Smith has also start,ed taking a fluid diet on the second

post,-operat.ive day. Her int,ravenous line is st.i11 in-situ,

because she is receiving intravenous antibiotic t,herapy.

The urinary catheter has been removed.

She has received a tot.al f luid inE,ake of 550m1 ( 200mI

intravenously and 350m1 per mouth. ) Her fluid output at 08h00

was 100m1. The fluid balance for the previous day was within

normal limits.

She has developed an elevated body temperature 38oC, and

t,achycardia of !02 beaE,s per minuEe. The respirat.ion rate and

bloodpressure are within normal limits.

Since pain is one of the postoperative syrnptoms to be attended

Lo, it is important to note that the problem stat,emenL reads

no other posE-operative complications 'r.

Secondly, visualize t,he wound on the second posEoperative day.

Signs of redness and discharge was observed at, Ehe dist,al end of

t,he wound. This was most probably the area where the wound sinus

started t,o develop. The wound was cleaned with solution of

Povj-done-iodine in sterile water. (according to ward protocol)
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SEep 3.

Critically examine the information discussed under sEep 2.

Analyze, compare and draw logical inferences from the

inf ormation (daEa) collect,ed.

The most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from an analysis

of the data is thaE, Ehe pat,ienE, has developed wound sepsis. This

is substantiated by a elevat,ed body Eemperature, tachycardia,

and the development, of a purulent discharging wound sinus.

Obesity can be seen as a fact,or in delaying the process of wound

healing.

SEudents should be able to identify t,he mosE probable problems

and choose the most appropriate intervent,ion/s

Step 4.

Break the problems / interventions into part,s, and repeat from

step l-.

The following should be addressed in a strucEured, and

systematic f ashion,. wound sepsis, f ever and the patient' s

general health status. An attempt should be made Eo motivat,e and

gruide the pat,ient. re. controlled weight loss.

Step 5.

Priorit,ize solution/list interventions

Fever -Tepid sponge bath

Suppty plenty of fluids to drink
Administer ant,i- pyrexic medication eg. Panado

Monitor temperature and pulse rate 2-4 hourly
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Wound healing- Employ aseptic dressing technigue

Patient advocacy re. wound irrigation 3-4 Eimes a day

Take puss swabs of wound and send to the laboratory

for microbiological tests

Administer the prescribed antibiotics.

Obesity - Be aware of poEential breakdown of Ehe wound healing

process.

The patient should be placed in a position Ehat will

f acilit.at.e wound drainage.

Supply a balanced diet.

Step 6.

Choose the most appropriate int.erventions/ list of

intervenE.ions. It is important, in this insEance Eo monitor the

patient's progress.

Methods.

'rThink-a10udil interviews were conducEed with a1I t.he students

who parE,icipated in t,he program. The same condiEions prevailed

as for interviews (a - D) The aim was Eo evaluate thought

sErucLure and probing was kept to a minimum. This allowed the

students to organize their approach and managemenE of the

patient's health problem/s.

Results.

Two of the ten parEicipant,s withdrew from the program. Eight

think-aloud interviews were eventually conducEed.
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However, one of the eight preferred to use her firsE language

(Afrikaans) during trhe interview. As a result of technical

problems during the recording of the final interview, only the

interviewer's notes was available for analysis'

The concerns of Whimbey and Lockhead about the breakdown of

problem analysis will be highlighted during the discussion of

the results. Protocol analyses was done using Feuerstein's

cognitive map as a frame of reference.

(Det,ailed individual protocol analyses included in Appendix V,

NSL - NS6 refer to Nursing sE,udents 1 to 5. )

A synopsis of the results of t.he interviews will be discussed

under t.he following headings:

Subject, Conteut.

Alt.hough the clinical scenario was consEructed to eliminate

"content knowledge" as a variable, (NS4) and (NS5) displayed a

very superficial and narrow view of postoperative nursing care.

(NS4) made sEatements like ''If the temperature decrease t,he

pulse raLe will decrease" and " Eake some swabs and send to

Iab". (NS5) tended Eo focus on one postoperative complication

and failed to advocate any other nursing int.ervent,ions.

The orher students (Ns1), (Ns2), (Ns3) and (Ns5) displayed an

average Eo good grasp of content. knowledge, and postoperative

nursing care. (NS2) had problems with semantics. His

int,erpretat,ion of rrmobilize the patientrr was limited to

" mobilization by the physiotherapist".

He did not realize that, put,t,ing a patient into a chair implies

"mobilization of the patient. "
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Cograitive Operatioas .

Without exception the student,s' approach to the problem solving

exercise was influenced by the intervention program.

They seemed to have internalized Ehe problem-solving sEeps.

As soon as (NS6) realized that he was resorting to trial-and-

error problem solving behaviour, he corrected himself.

The f act thaL a heuristic procedure does not rrguaranteerr a

solution, was also proved correct ie. (NS5) followed the sEeps,

but goE caughE up in one particular sub-problem.

Modality.

MosE, of the students employed a combination of modaliEies and

did not show a preference for any parE,icular one.

They obt,ained informat,ion from t.he written, graphic, as well as

numeric formats.

Phase.

Without exception the student,s made use of all the information

available to Ehem. The thinking skilIs displayed by students

during the input phase improved, with the exception of (NS5),

who did noE, visualize an obese woman in need of comprehensive

postoperative care.

(NS1) and (NS2 ) were excepE,ional in the spontaneous use of

special/time referenE,s. (NS1) stated "now I am going to look in

the records to see when was the operation done... It was done

about four days d9o, no t,hree days ago".

However, (NS3), (NS4) and (NS5) did not esEablish t,he fact that

t,hey were nursing an obese woman.
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A1I t.he students made use of more Ehan one source of information

and t.here was a clear aEtempE to obtain accurate

information from t,he documents. (NS1) stated Ehat rrtemperature

sEarts to rise from t,he t,hird day to 38oC and the pulse rate is

also increased to 104'r and " t.he bloodpressure has been constant

at 725/85'l.

(NS2) said rr I would like to find out when was the operation

done, because the 29Lh which is Eoday. . . . E,he patient' s

temperaEure is high".
(NS3 ) stated rr The problem here is that the patient' s

temperature is high. "

(NS4) said rr IE is ( counts 7,2,3,) it is day three after

the operat,ion.

If these protocols are compared with the firsE "think-a1oud"

protocols, (Appendix 1) there is a marked improvement in

cognitive operations applied during E,he Input phase of the

problem solving exercise.

Step two and three of the problem solving heuristic relies

heavily upon elaborat.ion processes. To "draw conclus j-ons f rom

the givens I' and " compare inf ormat,ion obtained f rom t,he

aforementioned step", the student has to employ a number of

elaborative processes. This is demonstrated by (NS1) who st,ated

that

if t.he temperat.ure keeps on increasing, it may be a sign

t.hat, t,here is infecEion in the wound, and from the dressing

record you see thaE, E,here has been yellow discharges from

the second day.
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Even (NS5) said " when I check the t.emperature I find that it is

very high.. it's 38oC, and Ehe pulse rate also increased". (NS5)

on the other hand did not apply the elaboraEe processes

consistently. His conclusion to rrpack the dressing tightly" is

not the dressing Cechnigue of choice once a pat,ient, has

developed a wound sinus.

There appears to be a common tendency to conclude that the

patient has developed a fever as a result of a wound infection

(NS1-NS5 ) .

The imprecision and inaccuracy in performing ment,al activities

have also been minimized.

Wit,hout except.ion all sEudengs employed inpuE,, elaborative as

well as ouE,puE processes. The lat,t,er being poorly demonst,rated

during the pre-inE,ervention inE,erviews.

(NS1), (NS2), (NS3), (NS4) and (NS5) planned to address the

patienE,'s fever, some t,o a greater exE,ent Ehan others.

(NS5) however, did not attend to Ehe patient's fever at all
(although she recognized it as being rrvery high.. it's 38oC")

(NS1), (NS2) and (NS6) highlighE,ed the implications of nursing

an obese patient post operat,ively. (NS2) st,ated "because the

patient, is faE, the posit,ioning of the patient. . . . "

(NS2), (NS3) and (NSs) recognized the need for paEient advocacy

because the dressing prescript,ion needed to be changed from rr

Clean dressing" to a rr wound irrigat,ion...rr
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However, in general, there is a conscious effort, on the part of

alt the respondents to plan nursing interventions, instead of

relying on a Erial-and-error t14>e of response.

r,eve1 of complexity, abst,raction aad efficiency'
(NS1), (NS3), (NS4) and (NS6) managed to manipulate the dat,a

wiCh relative ease, because the cont,ent was familiar to them.

Lack of content knowledge and inadequaEe cogniEive skiIls at

input. 1eve1 negaEively influenced Ehe problem solving atEempE, of

(NS5). This resulted in a one-sided approach to Ehe problem.

(e) EVAI,UATION QI,ESTIONNAIRE.

Questionnaire. (See Appendix VI)

A11 eight participants complet,ed the questionnaire.

Ehe studenEs responded positively to t.he quesE.ions.

In general

1. Wit.hout exception students felt that t.he program had been

helpful to them.

Their comments ranged from :

To look aE paeient's problems broadly before intervenitg;

It fostered self-reliance and independent functioning in

the clinical area;

Stimulated critical thinking;

Gained insight int,o problem resoluEion, Eo...

Realized the importance of consulting patienE's charts

and it helped with E,he interpretation of viE.al signs.
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2. Two respondents did not offer any suggestions about improving

the program. Some (4) felt that. it, should have been open Eo all

other studenE.s. OEhers said that t,ime scheduling could have been

bett,er (2) .

3.Regarding suggestions for the future planning of such a

program, Ewo (2) feIE, that the program Should "...form part of

the academic programrr. A11 the others, six (6), suggested thaE

it. should have included students from all IeveIs.

4. (a) One (1) respondent summarized the sErengths of

program as f oIIows, rr It made me t,hink in a structured way

be more observanE, and noE Eo make hasty decisionsr'.

the

4

Others listed the fact that they :

Have achieved something;

Developed insighE, int,o problem solving and

Have learned to solve problems by using theoretical

knowledge.

(b) Three (3) said that. t.he program was too short. The rest

(4) suggested that. there were no weaknesses, One (1) did

not respond.

The general cornment.s ranged from :

Atl studenEs should be exposed Eo such a program i

It, should be extended / compulsory to all sEudenE,s , Eo..

The benefits are overpowering.

5
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From the response it. is clear that students need facilitaEion in

the solving of clinical problems. The ideal would be E,o conduct

a follow-up program in a healE.h facility.

It has also been Suggested that students from all academic

leveIs should be exposed t.o such a program.

This reinforces the researcher'S percept.ion t,hat "thinking
procedures'r should be taught, in a subjecE specific area.

4.5 DTSCUSSTON.

Once more the suggestions of Perkins and Klayman proved to be

fruiEful ie. Perkins and salomon (1989) sEated that the Lack of

problem solving strategies (and gains from applying heuristic

rules) should be documented before and after such interventions,

while Ktayman and Brown (1993) suggesEed that cognitive

processes be modified to fit E,he task, by training people in

task specific heuristics.

The results of the Post-Int,ervention i-nterviews illust,rated t,hat

once the students' thought-processes were strucEured, Ehey

applied the appropriat,e cognit,ive operations demanded by Ehe

task.

The need for probing ( for the learner Eo proceed through all

the phases of the mental act) was minimal. This phenomenon was

labelIed by t.he researcher as the hidden agenda of the

intervention program.

Mastering of clinical judgement skiIls was reflected by the

systematic approach to the problem-solving exercise.
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During the inpuE phase the students' searched for the relevant

data. Atthough they did not verbalize the fact that they were

visualizing the patient, the interviewer Sensed that Some of the

students made a conscj.ous effort to obtain physical data about

t,he patient. Statements like rr She is twice my sizerr conf irm

this.

They became aware of the importance of consulting all the

paEient's records, interpreting Ehe data and Selecting the

relevant j-nformation. These elaborative processes were performed

in a focused way. Students also aEtempEed to address the

different sub-problems, Or intervenEion opt,ions in a st,ructured

fashion.

There was a marked improvement. in the operations employed during

the output phase, since st,udent,s ref rained f rom employing

rrErial and errorrr responses. They implemented a planned

intervention and highlighted the importance of monitoring the

patient's response to the proposed j-ntervention.

Wit.h the exception of one respondent, aI1 the sEudent,s applied

the heuristic auidelines which indicat,ed that. the guidelines

had become internalized t,hrough practise. IE, is also noteworthy

that Ehe rules were applied in a rather flexible manner, which

conf irms t,he previous statement.

It can Eherefor be concluded thaE, the concerns of Whimbey and

Lockhead (L982) discussed in Chapt.er 3, were addressed by t,he

intervenEion
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positive sE,udent f eedback through t.heir responses to the

questions cont,ained in quesE,ionnaire, ds well as personal

anecdoEes of how the program influenced their problem solving

abitities, confirmed the need for such (or similar) programs in

the field of clinical nursing science.

Although it is not within the scope of t.his study Eo analyze Lhe

protocols of the peer-pair practise sessions, the following

incidental findings proved enlightening.

(Since E.he findings reflect, some of the indirect results of Ehe

intervent,ion program iE, was difficult to find an appropriaEe

place to report on iE.)

(See Problem statement 3A, Appendix III )

This clinical scenario closely resembled E,he first one which

dealt with post-operative nursing care.

with t,he exception of two, all the students had difficulty in

making clinical judgemencs because they refrained from

consulting all the relevant patient records (eg. t,he f luid

balance chart. ) This factor influenced t,he elaborative

processes, and they resorted back to making trial-and-error
judgements.

During the group discussion Ehe studenEs confessed Ehat

relatively 1it,t,Ie at,tenEion was given to that particular chart..

However co-incidental, this finding warranEs serious atEention

in the field of clinical teaching.
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The importance of subject specific knowledge and semantics were

also highlighted when a student did noE know the meaning of the

word " frothy rr and subsequently could not associate iE with the

sputum typical of lung oedema.

( See Problem statement 38, Appendix III )

Most. of the subjecEs displayed sound clinical judgement.

However, although t,hey suggest.ed the application of pressure

over the puncture area, E,he subjecE specific detail was not

f ort,hcoming.

One of the sE,udenEs relat.ed a clinical experience similar to t,he

one described in the scenario. He was administering medication

when a junior nurse reported that a patient who had had a

special investigation, reqfuested an analgesic. He said Ehat

ordinarily he would have given t,he tablets without doing a

proper assessment of the patienE,'s needs. In this instance he

reflecE,ed on the peer-pair session and discovered that the

patient had developed a life-threatening haematoma, following

cardiac cathet,erization.

Both cases involved the puncEuring of the skin in order to

perform a special investigation. The simulated scenario involved

t,he puncturing of a highly vascular organ (Iiver) whereas t.he

real life scenario involved the puncturing of a major vein
(femoral vein).
This finding shows that the st.udent has displayed transfer of

t,he problem-solving skiIls from a simulaEed exercise to the real

clinical seE,ting.
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EEAPTER 5

CONELI'DING DISEUSSION.

5.1 INTRODUCTION

It, is not possible to generalize the findings of this study

because of the smalI sample size. However, more than half of t.he

third leve1 nursing students participaE,ed in the program.

The researcher systematically set ouE to est,ablish t,he reasons

for students failing Lo display effective clinical judgement

(cognitive) skiI1s. A phenomena that has been researched 1oca11y

in various oEher disciplines. ( Wesso, L992; Meh1, l-985)

Feuerstein's theory proved to be very useful in placing the

dif f iculties inE,o perspective.

A mismaE,ch (Klayman & Brown, :-993) was identified beEween Ehe

cognitive demand of a clinical problem-solving exercise and the

cogniE.ive repertoire of the students.

An intervenEion was designed to address t,he difficulties

sEudents have when making clinical judgements by exposing t,hem

to a content, specific problem-solving heuristic - one that

students would be able to apply in a variety of clinical

situations.

The intervenEion was aimed aE facilitaE,ing the application of

aforement,ioned heurist,ic t,hrough practise.
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The latter complies with Nickerson's (1985) argument Ehat the

application of heuristic principles (ruIes) in conEext, may prove

to be more useful than the principles (ruIes) themselves.

The practise sessions were structured using Whimbey and

Lockhead's method (]-982) and foIlow-up interrriews were conducted

to determine what, effect intervention had on t,he students'

performances.

5 .2 TEE UAIN RESI'LTS.

The researcher could ident,ity the difficulties displayed by

sEudents during t.he " think aloud " interviews. These

difficulties resembled those described by Whimbey and Lockhead

(]-982) in t.heir book " Problem solving and Comprehension."

What became clear however, was that as soon as in-depth

interviews were conduct,ed, the students' performance improved

which 1ed the researcher to suspect that there was a lack of

structured thought,.

The students were E,hen exposed Lo I'thinking procedures "

(heuristics) which served as strucEured guidelines with which to

approach problems. In order to fo11ow these guidelines, sEudenE.s

were compelled t,o apply specific cognitive operations.

Various clinical simulation scenarios were creat.ed to aI1ow

students to internalize the rules through practise.
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The effects of intervention may be summarized as follows:

The studenE,s were made aware of Eheir thought processes.

They were allowed to ident.ify the difficulties Ehey had with t.he

solving of clinical problems. Students acquired a E.hinking

procedure and internalized it, through practise.

A definite improvement in their approach and managemenE of

clinical problems was apparent.

SEudents realized t,he importance of content knowledge as a pre-

reguisite to effect,ive problem solving. The peer-pair sessions

facilitated group interaction and the students displayed an

enthusiasm toward the acquisition of new skiIls.

Students t,ransferred the judgement ski11s Eo real life

sit,uations by displaying E,he skills in the clinical units. The

latter was illusE,rat,ed by E,he co-incidenE,al findings discussed

in the prevJ-ous Chapter.

It has also been suggested by participants that, more students be

exposed to an intervention program of this nature.

5.3 FURTEER DIRECTIONS FOR RESE.AREE.

This type of research should be done on a larger scaIe. It would

also be interest.ing to do a comparative study with other

training facilities in the area.

The researcher suspects that only Ehe tip of the iceberg has

surfaced and that more research is required in this regard.
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APPET{IDIX I

PROBLEM STATEMEIiI"T 1

1. Mrs E. Smith, a 48 Year old woman in your ward has undergone

a gastrectomy.

At 15h00 on the day following her surgery, she complains of lower

abdominal discomfort. Explain how you would address this problem.

Attached please find the bedside records of the above-mentioned

patient.
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APPEIiIDIX II.

TRANSCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF I}iITERVIEWS A - D

(The Pre-intervention interviews discussed in Chapter 3. )

Interviews A & B are the "Think-aloudt' Interviews, and

Interviews C & D are t.he "In-depthrr Interviews.

(L) denotes the verbalization of the student unless otherwise

indicated by (S) for student and (I) for interviewer.

INTERVIEW A

STUDENT t NSA.] READS THE STATEMENT.

L1. The patient has undergone a gastrectomy. So, if she is

complaining about the lower abdominal discomfort, the

first thing is to ask yourself the possible problems:

L2. Gastrectomy; So, maybe Ehere is bleeding because a foreign

object was put int.o the patients stomach.

L3. So, if t.here is internal bleeding, that can cause

abdominal discomfort. The first step is to check the

possible reason.

L4. So, you can palpate the stomach of the patient.If you feel

that the stomach is a liEtle bit distended [you can

inspect it, it is distendedl take the bloodpressure of the

patient.

L5. You can also check the medication on which the patient is.

After that you can contact his doctot,or her doctor.

A2
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L6.

L7.

7.

So, t.hat is how I would go, to tackle the problem.

Going to the bedside record:

1 The temperature of the patient is 37,3oC ,meaning that

the temperature is a l-ittIe bit higher. So, infection

may be a possible problem, but, it is not the first

thing we can think about because the temperature is not

so high.

2 We check t.he bloodpressure. The bloodpressure is 90/20

So, the bloodpressure is not satisfactory, because we

said the patient is a 48 year.... 40 year oId patient-

So, it is not satisfactory. So this patient can go into

a state of shock at any time. The normal- bloodpressure

for this patient maybe I L2O/80, 1,30/70, L1-0/70 also

maybe good but less than 100 is not good.

3 The other thing, the mass of the patient is 110 kg.

4 The urine test, so, there is nothing I can say about the

urine trestr.

5 Int.ake and output.There is no such a great difference.

So, I can say nothing more about these ones on the

temperature chart.

6 On the bloodpressure chart. It is t,he same as the

temperature one. So, not satisfied about the

bloodpressure sti11. The temperature here is 36.9oC,

so there is nothing I can say about it.

7 Input and output chart.This patient is receiving

Maint.elyte 1 Litre,so, even the intake and output

chart, and this pat.ient was Nil per mouth. So, even

there, there is nothing to say but ,

7

7

7

7

7

7

A3
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7.8

7.9

the urine output is a Iitt1e bit down because, 1000 ml-s.

went in and only 300 mls was excreted.

That is all from there.

Prescription. This patient is receiving Ampicillin

antibiotics. . .Ampicillin 500 mg. 5-hourIy.

She is aLso receiving Flaggyl antibiotics. . .

Flaggyl 1 gm. B.d I twice a day ]

And only Panado is received per mouth... 2 tablets

Prn. I when needed ]

So, this patient is on antibiotics, why?.. because....

infection may be a problem to her.

And Panado surely for pain , if there are any pains,

slight pain or moderate pain.

The post-op of this patient was ;

For severe pain, Pethidine 75 mg. imi 4-hourly and it

is written if there is pain, and it was only prescribed

for 24 hours.And it was given for the 24 hour period.

It was given 10 O' clock in the evening and 10 O' cl-ock

in the morning.For 1-2 hours it. was given,..and also

1,4...2 O' clock in the afternoon.So, I can say only one

dosage is going to be given now.

Fluid : Maintelyte 1 Litre 8 hourly.

Strict intake and output.

And that Maintelyte may be given because in the first

place this patient is receiving antibiotics

intravenously and another thing, the patient is also

nil- per mouth and therefore she is on strict intake and

output

A4
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Observations , are routine post-op observations. . .

So as to check any abnormalities and det.ect them as

early as possible,like t,his one of abdominal-

discomfort..They can do it l/4 hourly for t hour,Then

a/2 hourly, for 2 hours and after that you do it 4

hourly.

For nausea, Stemetil 12,5mg was written to be given per

injection. So, t.his patient must be held ni1 per mouth.

So, this patient has gone for gastrectomy. It will be

impossible for her to be given food immediately after a

gastrectomy, because that can cause problems especially

vomiting, because of the peristaltic movements which

have been disturbed.

So the patient may eat after one day. So that is all I

can say about it.

PROTOCOL A}IALYSIS.

INPUT PHASE.

The student makes a sweeping perception that the pat,ient has

developed internal bleeding IL.2,3] without substantiating it

with fact.ual evidence i.e. the patients records are not consulted

in this regard.

tsl does not explore the information in a systemat j-c way. He

abdomen tL.4l without.impulsively examines the patients

considering ot.her possible causes of

A5
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Cues provided are not scanned and he is unable to select relevant

information from them. Consequently, the records of the patient

are only dealt with at a later stage tl.7l during the problem-

solving process.

Feuerstien []-980, 781 regards this type of behaviour as the

product of inadequate training in exploratory skilts.

The student does not "explain'r how he woul-d address the patients

problem but rather proceeds to explain the data obtained from the

patient's records. tL.7l

Lack of,or impaired,spatial and temporal orientation:

An inspection of the patients stomach does not reveal that the

wound is situaEed in t,he upper abdominal area. tL.4l The causes

of lower abdominal discomfort could therefore be unrelated to

complications of the surgical intervention.

Lack of, or impaired, conservation of

The fact that the patient weighs 1l-0

response from [S], see tL.7.31.

constancies

kg. does not elicit any

Lack of, or impaired need for, precision and accuracy.

The student does not obtain all the data before moving to the

elaboration phase. He summons medical assistance [L.5.] before

consulting t.he patient records.

He also comes up with a non-existent bloodpressure val-ue [L.7.3],

since bloodpressure values are not recorded on that particular

chart,.

A6
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Although the manipulation of the information is

elaboration phase, to ensure adequate input,

collected from all- available sources.

tsl makes use of more Ehan one source, but fails

the information.

done during the

data shoul-d be

to co-ordinate

He attempts to solve the problem, [L.5 A 6] and then proceeds to

explain t.he data displayed on the patient records. tL.7l

ELABORATION PHASE

The student is aware of the fact that a problem exists. [L.]- I H€,

however, doeS not make use of the appropriat.e informat.ion

available to him, to def ine it. lL 2,3)

It is clear that, Ehe student lacks purpose in the search for

cues. He systematically studies all the availabl-e information but

does not point out its relevance to the problem: from lL.7.3lone

may deduce that the patient. is obese,' from lL.7.7l , that. the

patient has not passed any urine during the previous six hours.

The student displays comparative behaviour lL.7.7l but does not

indicate the relevance of the information obtained in this

fashion .He simply states that " the urine output is a 1it,tIe bit

down rr, but fails to draw the conclusion that the patient may be

experiencing urinary retention, ot, if still catheterized, that

the catheter may be blocked.

A7
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The narrowness of the menta1 fietd is illustrated by

student's inability to coordinate information. He sLudies

data independent of each other. tL.7.l

the

the

The only summative behaviour displayed by this student is "So

that is all I can say" At no stage does he use the cfues

available to him in a goal direct,ed way in order to explain the

s)rmptoms the patient is experiencing.

The student pursues evidence at different levels lL.7) when he

tries to explain the patient's vital signs, but does not select

relevant cues nor coordinate the available information.

Lack of, or impaired, Interiorization and Planning behaviour.

This type of behaviour is not displayed by the student because

of the inadequacy of data assembled during the input phase.

It neither al1ows him Lo set specific goaIs, nor prowides him

with enough information to predict the outcome of certain

actions.

OUTPUT PI{ASE.

At. no stage during t.he problem solving activity does it appear

as if the student experiences a blockage of responses. He

proceeds in a relaxed fashion regardless of the validity of the

outcome.

A8
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Trial -and- error responses

This is illustrated bY the

experiencing internal bleeding

decision that the Patient

tL.3l

r-s

At no stage during t.he interview does it appear as if the student

visual-izes the patient. As a resulE of this, there is no transfer

of information eg. the fact that the patient has: an intravenous

infusion / an urinary catheter in situ; an upper abdominal- wound

/lower abdominal discomfort etc.

Episodic grasp of reality.

This phenomenon is illustrated throughout t.he student's problem

solving attempt. The concept [Feuerstien 1980] must be understood

as being determined by and, at the same time, determining many

of the deficient functions.

A9
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IMTERVIEW B

STUDENT [NSB.] READS THE STATEMENT

L1. I am first going to look at it step by step:

The woman is 48 years oId;

She had a gast.rectomy;

And the next day she complains of lower abdominal

discomfort.

L2. Firstly, I would ask her how severe are the pains; when

did they start ? And I would like to find out exactly what

kind of discomfort does she feel...Maybe there has been

bleeding.

L3. I would want to do her observations. . .

Find ouL her bloodpressure. . . if it is dropping

Her puIse...if it is increased To see...maybe ..maybe...

rather to prevent the complications of shock.

I At no stage does the respondent consult the bedside records in

order to obtain the above mentioned informatj-onl

L4. I woul-d check the dressings myself to see if there is

visible bleeding.

L5. I have to report it to the sister in charge.

L6. Make sure she is stitl niI per mouth.

7L. Look at her in totalit,y ,from her head right down, to

how is her overall condition.

L8. I would see if there is anything writ,ten up for pain

her, she could get an injection perhaps if the pain is

any

see

for

that

severe.

A10
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L9. See whether, if she has a drip on, if it is working.

L1O. I would go through all her records. And maybe see the

reason why she had to have a gastrectomy...what her

previous illnesses were..and maybe have an understanding

of her history, and get a clearer picture of her condition

now.

L11.Maybe her abdominal discomfort may be due to other reasons

But I would want to know why ..why is she experiencing the

pain..if there is something I can do immediaLely for her.

ta lengthy silence follows and t.he student is reminded to

"keep on talkingrr l

L1-2.I am just picturing an oId

L13.Put pressure on the wound.

thing

lady ,very frail. . . .

PrevenEion of shock is the main

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

INPUT P}IASE:

Blurred and sweeping perception / Impulsivity.

Initially the student's perception appears to be focused.

lL.1-,2.) She verbalizes the need for additional- information and

proceeds to address the problem in an systematic way. However,

she does not make use of the patient records in order to obtain

the information.

Lack of verbal- skiIIs.

She has an excellent command of the language as well- as knowledge

about subject specific terminol-ogy.

A11
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Lack of,or impaired,- spatial and temporal orientation /

- conservation of constancies

She orientates hersel-f with regard the time tL.1l ,but

her attempt at visualization fails because of insufficient

information IL.1"2] She describes a Ll-0 kg. woman as being "fraiI"

Lack of, or impaired - need for precision and accutacy

- use of two sources of information.

The fact that the student did not consult the patient's records,

account f or both the above-mentioned impairments. She wil-l-

resultantly also experience problems during the elaboration phase

because of her failure t,o use more than one source of

inf ormat.ion.

ELABORATION PHASE

Because the data collected during the input phase is inadequate,

the student experiences difficulty in defining the problem. A11

the relevant cues are contained in the records of the patient,

ie. answers to her gueries . tl, .3 ,6 ,8 ,9 ,1-1-l

She does not, compare, summarize, pursue logical

apply any other elaborative processes, because of

information collected during the previous phase.

The confusion and perplexity exists, [L.11] but

evidence of goal directed planning behaviour.

evidence or

the limited

there is no

A1-2
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OUTPUT PHASE

At this stage the student displays trial- and- error behaviour.

She manages the patient's perceived problems Symptomatically,

[L.8,9,131 while the main complaint is not addressed.

The episodic grasp of reality is clearly illustrated by the

student's inability to: gather the relevant data; display

comparative or summative behaviour, or formulate a plan of

action.

A1_3
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INTERVIEW C

STUDENT (NSC)

L1 S. Re-reads the statement. . .

I am now tooking to the observations of the patient to

see how they might have caused the probLem of the

patient, how... how... coul-d they have been of ef fect

to the patient's condition.

L2 I. O K.

L3 S. I will first check the puIse. . . to see if there are any

. . . is it abnormal and thereafter check the blood

pressure, because, since the patient has had surgery , iL

means that if the bloodpressure is low and pulse high ,

the patient might be having haemorrhage which is

starting to result for complications.

I think I must also check the intake and output of the

patient.

L4 I. why ?

L5 S. To see if the patient has been sufficiently..because

after the patient has had gastrectomy the patient is not

supposed to eat until..some time .because the patient is

not supposed to have anything per mouth...

then check the ftuids of the patient , if the patient has

been properly hydrated.

L6 I. Fine..

L7 S. So, since t.he patient has been ni1 per mouth I don't

think that the patient has taken anything since nothing

has been charted on the patient int.ake.

A14
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L8 I

L9S

L10

L11

L1-2

L13

Lt4

Lr-5

Coming to the electrolytes..the patient is not taking

anything by mouth so to be properly hydrated the patient

must be given 3 litres of fluid.

. Three litres of fluid ?

. Yes, 3 litres for 24 hours.So, the patient was given a

litre of electrolyte tiII 17h30 so I think the patient

was hydrated properly.

I.Right, is that all on that chart.

S.No, that is not all. again... the urine output of

patient..since the patient is experiencing abdominal

pain..it might be that the patient is now presenting

with urine retention...since the bladder is ful-1 .

I.Why are you saying the bladder is fuI1?

S.WeII, the patient should after surgery, pass 50 mI. of

urine per hour. So, if the patient has passed 300 mI at

10h00.. a difference of 8 and t hours.... it does not

indicate t.hat the patient has urinary retention.

I.So, you are happy with the fact that the patient has not

passed any urine for 8 hours.

S. I cannot say that the patient has not passed any urine

for 8 hours because . . I do not know the intake and

output of the previous day...then I can say so....But

since.

I Subject laughs ]

think. . .now. "

No, I guess now. . .Yes. . .I

L1,5 I . What do you think now ?

A15
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L1,7

L18

L19

L20

L21,

L22

S.The patient has not passed urine for.. [subject counts]

1,.2.3.4.5.. For 5 hours, because if I look to the

electrolyte chart, the last t.ime the reading was charted

on the intake and output, ... nothing has been charted

from 10'o Clock, which means that for that period the

patient has not passed urine...

So it means that the patient is now presenLing with a

fu1l bladder.So that might be the cause of the abdominal-

pain.

And again I think I must check the prescription of the

patient.

I . V'Ihy?

S. I cannot reLate it to the abdominal pain but I think I

must also...since the patient's stomach has been removed

the patient can develop anaemia ...so I must see which

medication has been prescribed as supplement.

So I must also l-ook at the position my patient is lying

I. Why?

S.Because if the patient lying on the area where the

operation has been .....it can cause pain.

I must also check whether the patienL's position has

been changed...Since the patient is ol-d....and put her

in a comfortable position.

I.So you are saying...change the position. What about the

other problem that you have identified?

S.To check if the patient has a catheter.... to check if

there is a flow of urine. If not ..a catheter must be

inserted for the patient.

L23
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PROTOCOL ANALYSIS

Content.

The tsl knows the content of the material. He realizes that he

should draw information form various fields in order to solve the

problem. [L.15 & 19] What is al-so tested is the application of

theoretical knowledge [LTM.] in the solving of a clinical

problem. [L.9 & 19]

Operations.

Problem-solving behaviour is tested. The student is able to

analyze, [L.5] compare, [L.9] and make inferences [L.11] thus

ill-ustrating his ability to utilize a number of operations in

order to gain insight into the probl-em.

Modality.

A mental act may be expressed in a variety of languages.

IFeuerstein, 1980] fn this instance it includes a combination of;

numerical, graphic, verbal as well as the written modality.

The tsl does not show a preference for any one of the above, but

strikes an acceptable balance bet.ween all of them.

Phase.

What is important to note from this transcript is the distinct,

interplay bet.ween the different phases IInput, elaboration &

outputJ. The tsl appears to have divided the problem into smaller

components and then apply the problem-solving technique to each

of these.

AL7
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He identifies three post-operative complications ie:

haemorrhage tL.3l, fluid imbalance [L.5-17], and the

position [L.21], ds probable causes of the patient's

discomfort.

patient' s

abdominal-

Haemorrhage is eliminated aS a possible cause of the patient's

problem because tsl cannot find enough data to substantiate it

tL.3l .

He spends most of his time exploring the second option.

His [LTM.] about fluid balance is accurate [L.5.7& 9), but the

data that he collects is incorrect [L.13] thus creating

difficutt.ies for him during the elaboration phase.

It is only when the tsl is chall-enged about the data [L.14] that

he corrects himself [L.15].

He al-so continues to collect irrelevant information [L.19] from

the prescription chart.

However the tsl biggest problem lies in the fact that he does not

proceed to the output phase. He collects data from various

sources, manipul-ates it and identifies problems, but does not

proceed to address them [See problem stat.ement]

He identifies the patient's position as one of the probable

causes of t.he discomfort and suggests that her position be

changed.

However, it is only after a probe from the lL.22l tnat he

considers addressing the other problem lL.23l as he refrained

from doing so earl-ier. [L.a7.)

A1B
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It is therefore important to locate the source of the inadequate

response in order to offer mediation to the tsl

IFeuerstein, 1980]

Level of complexity

This particular problem-solving attempt proves Feuerstien's view

that if the units are familiar, the mental act is less complex,

even if the units are multiple. [1980]

Because the content was familiar t.o him, the tsl could readily

apply cognitive skiIls in order to illustrate his problem-solving

abil-ities.

Level of abstraction

The problem statement is fairly abstract in the sense that the

tSl has to extract information from the rel-ationship between the

available data.

Level of efficiency

In this instance efficiency does not only refer to the speed or

accuracy of the process but also implies the 1eve1 of

automatization of the response. The level of efficiency displayed

by this tsl may be described as average, because when he compares

values, h€ consciously relays all the data to "normal- rr val-ues

IL . 9&13 ]
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INTERVIEW D

STUDENT (NSD)

L1 S. Re-reads statement.

Because she has an opening on the abdominal cavity, .. -

linking the opening to the temperature of the

patient...the temperature is above normal.

L2 I. What is normal ?

L3 S. Maximum 37.2oC. The previous day it was 37.3oC...Now it

went up to 37.3oc. ..37 .4oC.

L4 r. O.K.

L5 S. The complal-nt is lower abdominal dj-scomfort..but the

discomfort doesn't teII whether is it due to pain

or...but now here the temperature is normal again, here

it is 37oC ..So there is no possibility of maybe

infection. So the infection is out now at this point.

L6 I. Right, . . . please continue.

L7 S. There might be bleeding..But. the information that there

is bleeding maybe..The signs on the skin..

LB I. Are t.he signs on the skin the only signs?

L9 S. Not actually the only signs..the bloodpressure..But here

the bloodpressure is within normal ranges due to the age

of the patient..

L10 LO.K, so what does that mean?

L11 S.That bleeding is not a possibility..Because even the

pulse,... because she is a woman,..it is within normal-

ranges ...So bleeding and infection ....there is not a

possibility.

A20
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[A long pause follows and the subject glances at the

observation chartl

L1-2 l.What are you looking at.?

L13 S.I was looking at the age..I was trying to keep my mind

consistent with the information.I do not want to l-oose

the information

LL4 I.Okay.

L15 S.Okay..the intake and output..The patient had 1-000 mI.

of Maintelyte, B'o Clock ....there is no date so I

assume that it, is today.

L15 I.Right
LL7 S.She excreted 300 m1..So there might be a slight

possibility of, maybe....maybe the bfadder is

fuII. .urinary retention.

L18 I.Why do you say that..that it might be?

L19 S.Because,She must excrete 1000m1 if she is taking in

1000m1. Yes, I would look on the possibility of urinary

retention.

I Once more t.he student pages through t.he charts ]

L20 I.What are you looking for now?

L21- S.I am looking for the medication..what kind of medication

did the doctor prescribe...Because the discomfort may be

due to pain..So the doctor has prescribed 75 mg.

Pethidine.So let's assume that Pethidine has been given

at 3'o C1ock.....an hour before the discomfort,

according t.o this prescription . . . So pain is al-so

out.

L22 I. So, what are you left with?

A2t
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L24

L25

L26

L27

L28

L29

L30

S.I'm stil-l- left with urinary retention.

So, f look at the possibility of urinary catheterization-

I.Would that be your first priority?

S.Yes. That is ..one. Secondly ,maybe the patient is lying

incorrectly.

I. What do you mean by incorrectly.

S.She must not lie on her side... She must Iie on her back

and the blankets must not be tucked in too tightIy...

Then the surgery..she may develop intestinal

obstruction..
I. So, how would you prioritize your solutions.

S.r will start with the patients position.

From there if the patient sti11 complains I would try

the catheter.

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

Content

Once again the content is not new to the tsl. It is expected of

him to apply theoretical knowledge [LTM] in order to solve a

ctinical- problem. He also has to draw on his practical experience

in order to address the patient's needs.

This is clearly illustrated by the sLatement tL.13l

Operations

A variety of operations are displayed by the tsl during the

problem-solving exercise. He has to compare data tL.5l , anal-yze

information tL.9l and critically analyze his findings IL.11].

A22
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Modality.

The task is presented in a number of different modalities

numerical, graphic and writt.en format. The tsl however does

indicate a preference for a specific one of Ehe above,

employs a combination of all of them.

ie.
not

but

Phase.

The problem-solving behaviour displayed by the tsl is structured

and goal oriented. However,he focuses so much on the problem,

that he does noL systematically consider all the givens.

During the input phase, his attempts at visualization is confined

to the age of the patient [L.13 ] He looses sight of the fact

that he is dealing with an obese patient and thaE the discomfort

is not located at the site of the wound. The latter indicates a

possible problem with spatial orientation.

The tsl however, clearly displays his ability to make use of more

than one source of information [L.13&21].

During the elaboration phase the tsl al-so illustrates comparative

behaviour tL.5l, the need for logical evidence [L.15-17] and

strategies for hypothesis testing IL.7-11].

Once again the student colIect,s data, manipuLates it but does not

follow through Lo the output phase, namely to address the

patient's abdominal discomfort. He tsl assumes that to identify

the problem is sufficient [L.19] and needs a probe in order to

communicat,e his intervention st.rategy. tl, .22&.25)
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The 1evel of complexity.

Although different modalities were employed in the problem

sLatemenL, the subjecL did not display any difficulty in

addressing the patient's discomfort. He [S] managed to manipulate

the data because the contenE was familiar to him.

The leve1 of abstraction.

The problem statement is fairly abstract because it forces the

tsl to draw inferences about. the rel-ationship between various

givens.

The level of efficiency.

The tsl displays efficient behaviour because of the manner, pace,

accuracy and goal directed way that in which he identifies the

patient's problems.

A24
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APPEIIDIX III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT 3A.

Mrs E. Smith a 20 year old woman in your

appendicectomy.

At 15h00 on the day following her surgery,

specific " tightness " in her chest. and

sputum.

ward has undergone an

she compl-ains of a non

produces frothy white

Explain how you would address the patient's problem.

Attached please find the bedside records of the above-mentioned

patient.

A25
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APPEIiIDIX V

TRANSCRTPTION AND ANALYSIS OF ]NTERVIEWS ]- - 5

(The Post-intervention interviews discussed in Chapter 4

(L) denotes the verbalization of the student unless otherwise

indicated by (S) for student and (I) for interviewer.

INTERVIEW 1

STUDEMI (NS1) re-reads problem statement.

L1. I am just checking t.he dressing record. When I was

dressing the wound I saw that there was a purulent

discharge.... discharging sinus near the distal end of the

wound.

L2. Now I am just going to look in the records to see when was

E.his operatrion done.

It was done about four days dgo, no three days ago

and.....

L3 and on the wound record

On day one, there was minimal discharge on the dressing,

but it does not say what it looked 1ike.

On day two..... (Reads report)

And on t.he third day the sinus has developed, and there is

a ye11ow discharge...

L4. So then, I am going to the records of the pat.ient's:

Temperature: started to rise from the third day to 3BoC,

and the pulse rate is also increased, and it is about 1,04
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on the t,hird day. The bloodpressure has been constant. at

1,25/85. Let me see, on what medication the patient is.

L5. The. . . . prescription reads as follows . . . (Subjects reads

prescription chart and checks whether the prescribed

medication was administered) .

Concludes that, tr antibiotics was given as prescribed,

however, the Panado was not given. "

L5. Wel-I I notice that she is stil-l having Maintelyte

intravenously and fluids per mouth

L7. f am looking at this record (points to observat.ion chart)

Here the temperature seems to be increasing all the time

it is increasing from the second day and the pulse is

also increased to 1-04, So. . . . .

L8 f think t.he f irst thing I'11 do is to : clean the

patient's wound, in this case it seems as if t.here is
purulent discharges.

I will- cfean the wound t.hree t.imes a day and keep a record

to see what type of discharges is still coming out. of the

wound, and Lo see if there is any progress or

deteri-oration in the condition of the wound.

L9. I. Will you just clean the wound?

S. Yes, I will cl-ean it, apply ointment or contacL the

doctor for a prescription for what type of ointment

to use.... you can use Betadine.

L10.So if the temperature keeps increasing it may be a sign

that there is infection j-n the wound, and from the

dressing record you see that there has been yeIlow

discharges f rom t.he second day.
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L11. I think what I must atso do is to take a swab of the

wound in order to see what type of micro organisms are

there, seeing that the patient. is on systemic antibiotics

from t.he first day.... maybe the antibiotics are not

adequate enough

L1-2.And the other thing, I have to do is to decrease the

temperature of the patient... prevent it from rising.

Panado can help with that.

And a tepid sponge, I can say.... How often can I do

that?

Ll-3. I. How of ten can you do what?

S. Ok, I think I will do it once and apply maybe a fan to

cool- the background.

LL4.The observations The bloodpressure looks Ok. I think

I'11 do it four-hourly.

L15. I. What are you looking at now?

S. I am looking at the intake and output chart and al-so

looking at. the facE that my pat.ient is weighing 100k9.

L1-6. I. What does that teII you?

S. It tell-s me that my patient is somehow overweight.

and so if the patient is overweight that can

obviously be a probIem.... taking into consj-deration

that this has been an abdominal- operation and that

means that it will take a time for the wound to heal.

LL7. I. Do you think that has any implications re. your

intervention?

S. Yes, we11, the thing with these obese people is that

there is a looking at the wound, that is the
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incision in the abdomen and the blood supply to

the area is not so good and the

L1B. I. Is there anything that you can do about this. Apart

from what you have mentioned already?

S.WeII, one of my interventions would be health

education of the patient because obesicy may lead to

delay in wound healing and there may be other problems.

Ll-9. So the patient. must eat f ood that wil-l- help with the

healing of the wound, in this case proteins.

L20. Let's see.... the age, but is not... of any relevance

here. I think that is all.

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

Content.

The (S) knows the content of the material. He l-ooks for specific

information to subst,antiate his assumptions (L10), and Iogica1Iy

plans to address the problem of wound healing (Lg). Howewer, h€

neglects to suggest a change in the patient's wound care, based

on practical experience (L.1-2)

Operations.

Decision making behaviour is displayed by this (S) . He identifies

t.he givens and draws conclusions about them . (L2 ,3 ,4, , &5 ) . He

spe11s out the relationships between the givens (L10) and

proceeds to plan the appropriate interventions.

Modality.

The respondent does not indicate any preference for a specific

modality. He employs a combination of writt.en, numeric, and

graphic formats.
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Phase.

The (S) shows a mastering of the cognitive operations required

during t.he input phase. What he performs exceptionatly wel-l-, is

the spontaneous use of spacial/time referents (L2,3,4) .

He however, fails Eo establish that the patient is obese (100 Kg) .

There is al-so a distinctive interplay between the input and

elaboration phase.

The (S) defines the problem (L10) and then systemat.ically plans

his intervention around t.he signs and s)rmptoms of wound

infection. However, the one sub-problem (wound dressing

technique) that relies on knowledge about practical experience

is not adequately addressed. At third year leve1 the (S) shoul-d

know to act as a patient advocate in order to initiate wound

irrigation. The response at the output level lacks this important

factor.

T,crrcl rrf camn'l crli tr-, alrslrar.li rrn and af f i r.'i anr.rz

The (S) managed to manipul-ate the data easily because the content

was familiar to him.

The problem statement is fairly abst.ract because the (S) has to

draw inferences about the relationship between a variet.y of

givens.

He displays efficient, behaviour because of the pace, accuracy and

goal directed way in which he addressed the patient's problem.
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INTERV]EW 2

STUDENT (NS2) Re-reads problem statement aIoud.

L1. S. I am looking at. the temperature and respirat.ion
rr the vital signs" chart.

I . V'Ihy?

L2 S . First l-et me explain.

We've got a woman who's had a total- abdominal

hysterectomy and bilateral- salpingo oophorectomy, and this

was done after post menopausal haemorrhage.

H'm. she's got no history of any chronic disease. H'm.

This under wound care

Presently she is having purulent discharge.... discharging

sinus at the distal end of the wound. And t,here is no

ot,her post.-operative complications .

L3. Because there is no other post-operative complications,

I am looking at the charts t,o see what can the cause be of

that purulent discharge. Because there is no other

evidence

L4. I. No other evidence of what?

S. No other evidence of post-operative complications.

So.... I am looking at the chart to gather more

evidence.

L5. Firstly, I would l-ike to f ind out when was the operation

the patientsdone because the 29L}:, which is to-day...

temperat,ure is high.

I. So how are you going to find out when

done.

L6
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S. H'm. I'11 look at. the prescription chart those post-

operat,ive. . . . . was on the 26L}:r. So the operation was

done on the 26Lh, and today is the 29Lh. So on the

27th the observations were normal.

L7. S. The patient is weighing 100 Kg!

I. What does that teIl you?

S. She's fat (taughs), she is two times my size, and she

is ...... I am looking at the age.... she's 56 years.

LB. Now, because the temperature is very high, and the pulse

rate is also high... I'm l-ooking at the bloodpressure....

the bloodpressure is within normal ranges. So.... I'm

excluding things like bleeding because the bloodpressure

does not give us evidence of it.
(S. looks at other charts) .

L9. I. What are you looking at now?

S. I'm looking at the solution used for cl-eaning the

wound. So iE. says "cIean dressing".

L10. I. What does that imply?

S. The implications is that t.here's nothing like an

ointment that's applied on t.he dressing. It's just the

standard solution.

L11. I. What is the standard solution?

S. It is Povidone 10m1s mixed with 100 mIs of sterile

water, that is t,he standard sofution.

L1-2 . And the intravenous t.he f luid intake. . the patient is

getEing Maj-ntelyte 200 m1s, and she has excreted 1-00m1s

after taking 250m1 of oral fluid from 08h00.
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L]-3.

L1,4.

Ll-5.

L]-6.

LL7 .

L18.

Because I don't find any other information regards other

posEoperative complications, but the temperature which

is very high, signifying, maybe infection ....because

there is a purulent discharging sj-nus that needs

intervention.

The pulse rate being very high, has many implications. . . .

maybe the body is trying to supply more blood to the

affected area, or the woman j-s anxious because there's

oozing on her wound. But I'm stil-l- left. with infection.

Just 1et me look at the prescription chart at the

medication. She's on Ampicillin and F1agy1. H'm. These

were prescribed on the 26Lh and on the 26Lh there was no

infection, but on the 29Lh Ehere are signs of infection.

Now, intervening here, because Lhe patient is fat, f

regard this case as post,-operative infection.

It boils to the point of maybe, how did the infection

come there? Is it because of poor dressing poor

wound care? or maybe intra-operative infection, so to Lry

and bring this temperature down so......
I will-, firstly, I will- encourage the pat.ient to take in

more fluids to regulate the temperature.

The patient must rest because it diminishes the metabolic

activity.
I. What do mean by rest?

S. She must not. just Iie in the bed but she must not do

any strenuous exercises, because f can see that it. is

prescribed. . . . . Mobilize the patient.
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L19 .

L20.

L21,.

L22 .

L23.

The person's who mobilize the patient's are the

I woufld sophysiotherapists and they do not look aL t.he

that can be one of the factors.

So the patient must rest to decrease the metabolic

demand.

I. So you are saying: push fluids, rest....Is there

anything else?

S. And because the patient is very fat the positioning of

the patient. She can be positioned on the lateral- side

in order to enhance that discharge.

S. And the doctor has prescribed only "Clean dressing"

I'd change it to, ... irrigate the wound.

I. Will you change it?

No, I wil-I not. change it but I'11 bring it to the

attention of the doctor. At least the wound must. be

irrigat.ed, and something like an ointment must be put on

the wound... it must act 1oca11y.

The rest of the antibiotic is systemic.

S . f can see the patient has had a f l-uid diet . I'1I Lry

for the patient to get semi-solid diet because it has

more of a nutritional value.

I. Don't you think that fluid diets are balanced?

S. As... I've seen for someone who is 55 those fluid

diets?? f mean those portions

I. You don't think that someone weighing 100k9 needs

that now?

S. No, because at this point in time, we are having a

wound which must heaI.
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Trying to decrease the obesity of the patient.

be seen to later, once the wound has heaLed.

That is the intervention.

that may

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

Content.

The content is famitiar to the (S). However, content specific

knowledge can be improved. The (S) 's interpretation of the

prescription (L1-8 ) "Mobilize the patient rr is limited to

"mobilization by physiotherapist". He does not realize his

practical role in the mobilization process.

Operations.

The problemsolving heurlstic is definitely reinforced by the

number of practise sessions this (S) has had. He displays

structured thought and goa1, directed behaviour.

Modality.

There is a bal-anced interplay between the (S) usage of the

various formats.

Phase.

The (S) displays a systematic and structured approach to the

problem. He has mastered the cognitive skills required during all

of the phases (Input, Elaboration and Output)

Even when his intervention methods are questioned, he motivates

his decision in a logical and substantiated way (L23).

T,crre''l af r.r:mnl erri trz :lrsrl-raal- i rrn and af f i ci cna\.I

This (S) succeeded in addressing a fairly abstract problem in an

efficient manner. It should be borne in mind that the content was

familiar to him.
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INTERVIEW 3

STUDENT (NS3) Re-reads the problem statement.

L1. So, I'm going to check the information. H'm. . I'11- check

the patient's observation chart. wait Iet me first try and

identify the problems of the patient.

L2. The problem here, is that there is a discharge on t.he

patient's wound, and there is a sinus developing at the

one end of the wound, so this is the problem around whj-ch

the intervention must be taken.

L3. So I'l-l check the patient's observation charts. On the

observation chart the temperature is very high, and there

is a purulent discharge. The temperature can indicate that

the patient has got some infection of the wound.

L4. S. So I go to the urine form... The fluids that are given

to the patient. . . if they are sufficient enough it can

lower the patienL's temperature.

I. How?

L5. The problem here is that the patient's temperature is very

high. So to reduce the temperature you can give the

patient l-ots of f1uid.

L6. So because the patient has an infection, I'11 check the

prescription chart to see what anLibiotics the patient is

receiving.so the antibiotics t.he patient is receivj-ng is

Ampicillj-n and F1agyl IVI and again, Panado...

two Panado tablets that can help reduce the patient's

temperaEure.
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L7. So according to me I can say maybe the antibiotics the

patient. is receiving are not the set antibiot,ic for that

specific infection... specific micro organism that is why

the infection of the patient, seems to be j-ncreasing

because from the dressing record this has been taking

place for three days.

L8. I. So what are you going to do about it.

S. My intervention is first to try and lower the patient's

temperature. I will increase the fluid intake of the

patient, and try and do a lukewarm sponging of the

patient, and remove some of the bed covers of the

patient. . . . too much bedclothes will- increase the

temperature of the patient.

Again, put a fan next to the patient so that the

pat.ient's temperature can be lowered. I will al-so give

Panado not only for the pain, but also to lower the

patient' s temperature.

L9. I. Are there any other interventions?

S. I will also advise the person who is going to do

dressings to irrigate the wound.

L10. I. Can you do it on your own?

S. No, I cannot do it, but I'11 report the condition

of the wound to the doctor who is in charge, and give

input about the treatment of the patient.

That is all
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PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

ContenL.

Although the content of the material is familiar to him, he fails

to identify other factors which may have influenced the patient's

post-operative recovery, for example, the patient's weight.

Operations.

The (S) displays problem solving behaviour. He follows the

problem solving guidelines, and plans his interventions around

the various subproblems (LB).

Modality.

(S) employs a combination of modal-ities, and does not. show any

preference for any specific one.

Phase.

The (S) fails to look at all the relevant information. He does

not realize that, t.he patient weighs 100 Kg. This f actor is

therefore not considered in his intervention plan (Elaboration

phase) .

The fever and wound infection is systematically attended to. He

however, does not stress the importance of monitoring the

effectiveness of the intervention.
T.arral nf r.nmn'l av'i l-rr ahet- *aaF i nn =nA a€.F i ai ah^\t

The student, addresses a relatively common post-operative probl-em

in a structured fashion. His efficiency is illustrated by

statements like rrthe temperature is very high" and 'rthe patient

has some infection of the woundrr. He does not relay all the data

to normal values before making decisions about them.
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]NTERVIEW 4.

STUDENT (NS4) Re-reads Probl-em statement.

L1. So what we're given here is the operation the patient

has undergone and that she has no history of chronic

disease - and that she is having a discharging sinus at

the end of the wound, no evidence of postoperative

complications. So those are what we are given.

L2. Plus the documents: Temperature 38oC, Pulse L04, it is

also high. It is (S. counts 1,2,3,) it is day three

after the operation.

L3. (S. pages through documents) Now I am looking if there is

anything prescribed for cleaning the wound....

So it's "Clean dressing"

(S. reads the rest of prescriptions) .

L4. I . Ir'Ihat are you looking at now?

S. So, I am looking at the report that is writt.en about

the wound of the patient... it was done the second day

after the operat,ion. So maybe there is a possibility of

infection that is developing there.... because of the

high temperature and increasing pu1se.

But. the patient has had some antibiotics Ampicillin and

F1agy1.

L5 . So my intervent,ions will be.

-To determine whether the discharge is increasing or

decreasing,

-And also to take some swabs. . . to send them to the l-ab.
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L5.

L7.

L8.

L9.

-AIso some measures to try and decrease the patient's

temperature.

-She is supposed to get some Panado's to try and decrease

the temperat.ure.

-I think, the temperature should be monitored on a two-

hourly basis (S. looks at the documents) .

I. What are you thinking now?

S. No, I am looking at the pulse rate , if this is

according to the infect.ion then if the temperature

decrease the pulse rate wil-I decrease.

This should be monitored together with the discharges

from the wound. f 'l-l- also make sure that. the nurses that.

are doing the dressings are strictly applying the aseptic

technique.... because this may be the cause of the

inf ection devel-oping.

So the int.erventions f irst : to monitor the temperature,'

to supervise that the nurses are applying the aseptic

t.echnique; also to make sure that the antibiotics are

given as prescribed, ie. that the time is strictly

adhered to, because otherwise it may influence the

effectivity of the antibiotics.

So those are my basic interventions.

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

Content.

Depth of content knowledge is questionable. (S) scans the

documents but does not substantiate his assumptions eg.

" If the temperature decrease the pulse rate will decrease" (L.7)
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He stresses the importance of aseptic dressing technigue (L8)

but does not suggest that. the wound be irrigated.

"Take some swabs and send Lo 1ab", (L.5) is an extremely vague

statement.

Operations.

It appears as if the (S) follows the problem solving steps in a

unfaltering way. He moves from one step to the next without

dealing with sub-problems in a systematic way.

Modality.

(S) does not, indicate any preference for a specific modality.

Phase.

Atthough it appears as if the (S) is systematically collecting

the givens, he tends to scan the information in a haphazard

fashion, constantly paging through the documents and moving them

around. He also does not extract aII the refevant information,

(the fact that the woman weighs l-00 Kg) during the input phase.

During the elaboration and output phase, he tends to simply 1ist.

t,he data, without qualifying information (L.5) or motivating his

pIans. He thus refrains from suggesting an alternative dressing

technique. This may relate to a lack of content knowledge and/or

practical experience in t.his area.

aT.arra'l nf r.nmrnl avi l-rr :lrq F r= aF i nn =nrl af f f

Although the (S) has mastered the steps in the problem solving

heuristic to some extent, h€ lacks cognitive skil1s and subject

specific knowledge to ensure an efficient problem solving

technique. It should be borne in mind that the content was

familiar to him.
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INTERVIEW 5

(NS5) Re-reads statemenc.

LL. This woman has got a hysterectomy, and now has a purulent

discharge from her wound.

L2. So I'11 firstly check H'm... her observation, especially

her temperature. When I check the temperature, I find that

it is very high... it's 38oC, and the pulse raEe also

increased so.... according to the temperature, I can say

there might be an infection. (Glances at the other charts) .

L3. The pat.ient is getting antibiotics.
(moves documents around) .

L4. I. What. are you thinking now, or are you re-reading the

statement.?

S. H'm...m. I think I can take a puss-swab of the

patient's wound to check if there is any organism

causing that.
Also I can say that the patient's wound to be

irrigated.

L5. I. Can you make that decision on your own?

S. (Laughs) I think so, on my own whether the dressing

should be irrigated.

L6. I. What are you going to irrigate it with?

S. Povidone (Silence)

L7 . I. What are you thinking now?

S. I am thinking what kind of solution that. I can use

f or. . . . I'd use Povidone solution to irrigat,e the

wound to get rid of discharges from the wound.
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L8. I'd begin to observe as days go by can you see any

discharges coming out of the patient's wound and can

you also observe the temperature of the patient, whether

it, is coming down or stiI1 increasing.

L9. I. So are you satisfied with your intervention?

S. Another thing, I will check on the temperature.

( Silence )

L10. I. What are you thinking about now?

S. AIso the wound area, whether there is signs of

inf lammation by t,he wound area.

L1-1. I. What signs?

S. Check for redness and swelling there.... I don't

know the other things doesn't come to me (laughs)

PROTOCOL ANALYSIS.

Content.

(S) displays a lack of subject specific knowledge. This is

indicated by the fact that she only addresses one of the

patient's sub-problems. This narrow view ultimately influences

the (S) decision making ski11s. She has not internal-ized the

scope of practise of a nurse (L5). This is illustrated by the

proposed change in the prescribed wound dressing.

Operations.

It is clear that the (S) focuses her attention on one aspect of

patient care on1y. Initially she attempts to work systematically,

however, she soon resorts back to old habits.
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Modality.

(S) does not. indicate any preference for a specific modality but

does not assimilate the information extracted from the various

modalities.

Phase.

(S) experiences difficulties throughout the three phases. This

stems mainly from t.he fact t.hat she does not explore the given

information. She also does not visualize an obese woman who needs

comprehensive post-operative care but concentrate her efforts

around the patient's wound care.

The elaboration processes are directed toward one of the sub-

problems and data concerning the weight, fever and medication is

not manipulated to its fullest extent.

The output therefor only relates to wound care. Furthermore

trial-and-error behaviour is displayed. (L5 ,6,'7)
T.orro 1 a) f carmrt 1 aL l- trr :hqt-raclian and effir.iFrrr-\z

Although the units are famil-iar Eo the student, the lack of

content knowledge, cognitive skills as well as structured thought

all contribute to an one-sided approach to the problem.

The intervention program did very l-ittle in addressing this
particular student' s skiIIs.
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INTERVIEW 6

STUDENT (NS5) Re-read problem statement.

Ll-. This woman has undergone a total- abdominal hysterectomy

so there are many complications that can come as a

resul-t of it. Like, haemorrhage. . . .post-operative

haemorrhage... (reads again) She has no history of chronic

diseases.

L2. The is a purulent discharging sinus which has developed.

L3. So, the first thing I am going to do is to look to the age

of the patient, and also to look to t.he weight of the

patient.

L4. I. WhaL is the age of and the weight of the patient?

S. The weight is 100K9 meaning t.hat she is obese, and she

was born in L938 so she is 54.. (does a calculation

on paper) she's 56 years oId.

So she is 56 years oId and obese.

L5. So I look to t.he position of the patient, like a total

abdominal- hysterectomy.... this patient must be positioned

in a semi-fowler's position... in a comfortable position,

because she is obese, that may have an effect on the wound

like it may cause, what we caII, wound-gapping.

L5. The statement is saying also on dressing the wound you

discover also that a purulent discharging sinus has

developed.. so there is this sinus which has opened which

has developed now letting out this purulent discharge.

L7 . As an obese patient for an operation like this. . . for a

total abdominal hysterect,omy, infections can be easy..
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especially if the people are obese.

L8. So... I'11 position her, I'11 look to the temperature..

the temperature is high.. so I'11- try t,o sponge her. Also

to keep an eye... that means.. to do.. to watch the

temperature frequently Iet's say 1-/4 hourly I'11 be

watching that.

L9. I would also try to pack the dressing tightly. On

dressing the wound..... (reads statement)

I would try to change it frequently (the dressing)

Ll-0. Let me check the other prescriptions (reads prescription

chart) .

L1-1. And the other t.hing that can be done broadly is to

mobilize them as early as possible. So I'l-l-.. I'd al-l-ow

her to sit on t,he chair but only if the temperature is

not rising so very much. (reads again).

L1-2. I. What are you looking at now?

S. I'm looking at the input and output chart... for me

it has no relation to the whole thing because there is

no history of any chronic disease, and Maint.elyte

is given.

L13. So checking the bloodpressure chart. Her bloodpressure is

120/85... let's see, certainly there is no problem wi-th

her bloodpressure and respiration. It's only the high

temperat,ure which may be caused by the infection.

L1-4. So to me, I'l-l- be just... I'11 be unhappy about the fact

that she's obese and I'11 be unhappy about the position

concerned about the position and a1so... she's not so

old to be so stout.
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Ll-5 . The input and output, I have no problem so f ar.

Temperature... I'11 sponge her and she must be clean

her wound that bleeding is coming out, but her Hb

must be checked also to see if she is not loosing a lot

of blood. Her skin also must be taken into considerat.ion.

L1,6. And lastIy everything must be documented, and be reported

especially t.he purulent discharging sinus which has

developed.

That's all.

PROTOCOL A}'IALYSIS.

Content.

(S) displays difficult.y in drawing on his practical knowledge and

experience, and makes non-specific suggestions around the wound-

care (L9) "Try and change it frequently".

At no stage does he suggest an alternative dressing technique.

However, itr is clear E.hat he knows the general post-operative

care of a patient.

Operations.

The minute the (S) realizes that he is resorting to a trial-and-

error problem solving behaviour, he corrects himself

(LL,2 ,3) .

(S) tries to structure his thought processes, but it is not

always successful . (Discussed under headingttPhaserr)

Modality.

He strikes a balance between the different modalities, and does

not show a preference for any one in particular.
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Phase.

The student realizes his tendency to make sweeping perceptions

(L1). He continues in a relatively systematic way to obtain

additional data. He uses more than one source of information, but

does not apply the elaborative processes, consistently in

planning the interventions. "Packing the dressing tightIy", once

a patient has developed a sinus, is not the dressing technique

of choice.

His planned interventions are not always the most practical ones

either (L8) ie. monitoring the patients temperature l/4 hourly-

He also tends to use Iay terminology eg., (L14) rr I'11 be unhappy

about " and " I ' 11 be concerned abouttr and (L15 ) rr I have no

problem so far", when discussing subject specific interventions.
T-arra'l nf aamn'l avi l-rr al-rel- --^r.i ^- rnzl af .F i ai ah^t,

Level- of efficiency is influenced by the timited usage of subject

specific lang-uage even though the units are familiar to him.

He does not display any difficulty in extracting information from

a variety of sources.
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APPEIIDIX VI

QUESTIONNAIRE.

EVALUATION OF THE INTERVENTION PROGRAM.

1. Has this program been helpful to you

Motivate your answer.

tYl tl tNl tl

3

2. How do you feel the program could have been improved?

Do you have any suggestions for future planning of such a

program?

4. (a) What were the strengths of the program?

(b) What were the weaknesses of the program?

5. General cornments

TTIANK YOU.
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